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PREFACE.

A thorough study of the principles of good taste in

landscape gardening would be of measurable benefit to

two classes of persons,—first, to practicing landscape

gardeners ; and second, to the rest of mankind. Such

a study is probably more important for the latter class,

partly because they constitute a larger company, and

partly because they control the practice of the gardeners

more than the gardeners' practice controls the public

taste.

There are wonderful opportunities open to most

persons in the enjoyment of the beauties of landscape.

Many of these opportunities are lost or only half realized,

because people do not know how to analyze and under-

stand a landscape. A study of the underlying principles

of landscape art ought to give one the ability to

analyze a landscape picture, and to see the various ele-

ments of beauty in it. It ought also to furnish a proper

basis for the criticism of pictorial effects, and at the

same time to improve the student's taste in such mat-

ters. These things appear to me to be of first impor-

tance, so that I have always conducted my classes on the

assumption that, while no student is likely to become a

landscape gardener, all are bound to see many of the

beautiful pictures in Nature's gallery, and these they

ought to understand and enjoy.

At the same time, it cannot be disputed that a bet-

ter appreciation of the fundamental principles which

govern in picture-making, outdoors on the lawn, or
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IV LANDSCAPE GAKDENIKG.

indoors on the canvas, is what the practical gardener of

to-day most needs. As we go about from year to year,

studying parks, cemeteries and residence sites in all

parts of the country, we find that ninety-nine out of

every hundred failures are to be traced to tlie evident

fact that the gardener did not understand the composi-

tion as a whole, and not to any lack of his skill in carry-

ing out the details. The average gardener needs no

instruction in laying out flower beds, in mowing lawns,

nor in caring for shrubbery ; but he does need very

much a better appreciation of the demands of unity,

variety, character, propriety and finish.

F. A. WAUGH.
University of Vermont.
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PART I.

Introductory.





CHAPTER I.

THE ART AND THE ARTIST.

" If now we ask when and where we need the Tine Art of

Gardening, must not the answer be, whenever and wherever
we touch the surface of the ground and tlie plants it bears
with the wish to produce an organized result that shall

please the eye? The name we tisually apply to it must not
mislead us into thinicing that this art is needed only for the
creation of broad ' laudscape ' effects. It is needed wherever
we do more than grow plauts for the money we may save or
gain by tliem. It does not matter whether we have in mind
a great park or a small city square, a large estate or a modest
dooryard, we must go about our work in an artistic spirit if

we want a good result. Two trees and six shrubs, a scrap of

lawn and a dozen flowering plants, may form either a beau-
tiful little picture or a huddled disarray of forms and
colors." Mrs. Van Rensselaer.

Landscape gardening is eminently a fine art. The
enumeration of painting, sculpture and architecture as

the fine arts is seriously deficient, and yet it has a wide

currency. That is a fine art which attempts to create

organized beauty—to unite several dissimilar parts in

one harmonic whole. In this respect landscape art

stands on a level with the other fine arts. In some

other respects it even surpasses them.

Landscape gardening is much the best known term

in America for the subject which we have now in hand.

Landscape art is an equally correct term, but it does

not seem to bring so clear a suggestion to most minds.

Landscape architecture is much spoken of in Prance,

but it is unsatisfactory in English usage. In former

times the simple word "gardening" was in general use

in England to designate this art, especially that style of

gardening practice known as the natural, or English,

method. This would still be the most convenient word

3
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if we could dissociate it from the growing of cabbages

and parsnips; but that seems impossible with us now.

The chief objections to the term "landscape gar-

dening," are that it is too long and has too large a

sound. By its very look and sonorousness it seems to

suggest princely and magnificent undertakings of parks,

villas and hunting grounds, and to overshoot entirely

those small domestic concerns around which the most of

our life and interest center. This is the difficulty we
would overcome if we could get back our older and

plainer word, "gardening." But landscape gardening

does, nevertheless, bring itself to the consideration of

these lowlier problems ; and it is for the sake of such

smaller cares that we need most to study its principles.

All persons ought to endeavor to understand the meth-

ods and aims of landscape art, as they endeavor to mas-

ter the alphabet of literature. Good taste in gardening

will yield its possessor as much pleasure as good taste in

architecture, literature or music. And just as one may
cultivate good taste in literature without designing to

become a litterateur, so one may properly educate his

taste for landscape gardening with no expectation of

becoming a landscape gardener.

Gardening art offers this advantage to its lovers:

That they can everywhere enjoy it, and that with com-
paratively small expense they can patronize it on their

own account. The poor washerwoman who has hardly

time to look at the statue of George Washington in the

city park, and scarce money enough to buy a chromo, is

quite able to grow geraniums in her windows and to

have a pretty bed of marigolds and phloxes in tlie ynrd.

The opportunities to cultivate a taste for this sort of

landscape art lie all about us, while to only a few comes

the freedom of art galleries and exhibitions. How cheap

and simple materials may be combined to give an excel-

lent effect is shown in Fig. 1.
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b LANDSCAPE GARDENING.

"Landscape gardener," "landscape architect,"

"landscape artist," "gardener," hare their obvious rela-

tion to the terms already considered. Whatever he may be

called, the practioioner of the art is an artist. He may
be a good artist, or a poor one. He would face the same

possibility if he were a painter. It seems to the writer

that the term "landscape gardener" is much the best

one for American use in all connections where simple

"gardener" would be of doubtful intention. The afFec-

tation of the title "landscape architect" by those profes-

sionally engaged in the art seems to be gaining ground,

but it is surely unfortunate. In subsequent chapters we
will distinguish two great schools of this fine art, and
will endeavor to justify the names of "natural style"

and "architectural style" for them. If the professional

artists of the former school would call themselves land-

scape gardeners, and those of the latter inclination

would assume the title of landscape architects, we should

have a consistent and useful terminology. The fact is,

however, that some of the Americans who call themselves

landscape architects are the warmest partisans of the

natural style.

We have already tried to distinguish between the

landscape artist and the layman who has a trained and
sympathetic understanding of the artist's work. The
layman possessed of good artistic taste and a proper hor-

ticultural knowledge can doubtless produce many beau-

tiful and satisfactory things in his' own yard; and such

lay artists are sorely needed. But for real creative work
of any magnitude the born and trained artist is required.

Genius like that of Raphael, or Turner, is more of a

natural endowment than an education. Genius like that

of Frederick Law Olmsted is of the same order. In

the few following pages the only attempt is for the cul-

tivation of the taste of the layman. There are many
things which he ought to understand, and to that end a
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systematic classification of principles and a somewhat

didactic treatment of details may be excused.

The order and relative importance of the several

principles may be understood most easily by a study of

the analytical outline. It is conceived that unity, vari-

ety, character, propriety and finish are tlie fundamental

characteristics of any landscape,—that these qualities are

ultimate and coordinate, though by no means equally

important. Each work of landscape art is to be tested

separately for each of these qualities. The following

pages explain in order how these tests are to be variously

satisfied.
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CHAPTER II.

UNITY.

Every yard should be a piclure. That is, the area should
be set oflf from every other area, and it should have such a

character that the observer catches its entire effect and pur-
pose without stopping to analyze its parts. The yard should
be one thing, one area, with every feature contributing its

part to one strong and lioniogeneous effect. L. H. Bailey.

Pictorial composition may be defined as the proportion-

ate arranging and unifying of the different features and
objects of a picture. . . . There must be an exercise of

judgment on the part of the artist as to fitness aiid position,

as 1o lutrmuny of relation, proiiortron, color, light; and there
must be a skilftd uniting of all the parts into one perfect

whole. John C. Van Dyke.

Unity and coherence are not quite synonymous, yet

the ideas are very closely related, and in any extensive

composition are practically inseparable. Thus a number

of objects of exactly the same sort placed together would

undoubtedly secure unity without any effort for coher-

ence ; but several dissimilar objects may also be assem-

bled in satisfying unity if, by some obvious relation or

natural connection, they readily cohere.

Unity in any landscape composition means that

some one idea shall prevail throughout, and that all

details shall be subordinate to it. Some particular style

of expression must be determined upon and consistently

adhered to ; and the chosen style must not be varied

except within wide limits of space. Every item of the

composition, then, must contribute to the perfection of

the predominant style, or must be vigorously expurged,

no matter what its individual excellence.

Unity is not to be realized unless the entire con-

struction is under control of one mind, and this one

directing mind must not only have a perfectly clear and

U
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definite conception of what the finished product is to be,

but must also be attached to that ideal with such zeal-

ous unalterableness that no item, however desirable by

itself, shall be admitted if not in strictest harmony with

the pervading spirit of tlie work. Practically this means

that a definite plan must be made on paper. The unre-

corded ideal, even of the artist whose conceptions are

clearest, is sure to change in time ; and since it must

always require a considerable season to compass any

landscape jilrns, the first keynote is likely to have been

lost before the end is reached, and the later additions

are apt to be out of harmony with the earlier work.

The plan should be drawn with good inks on the most

durable paper ; and it should be supplemented by writ-

ten specifications made equally durable. In both plans

and specifications too great care cannot be taken, nor

too deep a study made of the whole and of each of its

parts; for, as has already been pointed out, it is fatal to

leave latitude for alteration in case some part proves to

have been ill-considered. These plans and specifica-

tions, too, cannot descend too deeply into the minutiae

of tlie composition ; for an unsympathetic treatment of

the smallest items may mar irreparably the grandest

conception. Mistake is common at this point. Many
people, even landscape gardeners, seem to think that if

the general outlines of the plan are determined by a

master artist, the construction and all minor matters

may be left to the plantsman, the florist, or the man-of-

all-work. Plans and specifications are not too explicit

if they locate every lilac bush and spiraea and clump of

columbine, and if they demand that the lilac shall be a

Frau Dammann, the spirsa a pritnifolia, and the colum-

bine of the variety SHnneri.

It is no controversion of this statement to say,

—

what is the undeniable fact,—that the best considered

plans will not always work out with exactness upon the
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ground. It is indeed true that there are aiways arising,

in the construction, exigencies which require this addi-

tion, that omission, or an entire change. It becomes,

then, all the more important that, in all things where it

is at all possible, a predetermined scheme shall be fol-

lowed. The ideas of the author, conscientiously worked

out in some parts, give a definite suggestion for the con-

cordant treatment of other parts to which his foresight

could not have extended. Nor is it a sufficient excuse

for changing any detail of a plan that some other item

seems at the time to be better than the one originally

proposed, even though it be to introduce some new and

beautiful plant not known to the artist. Only a few of

these changes are required to alter conspicuously the

original idea, and possibly to destroy forever the unity

of its expression.

Even in the smallest compositions, such as the

planting of a town lot or the ornamentation of a cem-

etery block, a definite and explicit plan should be decided

upon at the outset ; it should be reduced in full to

paper, and should ever after be unswervingly followed.

There are two great styles of landscape gardening,

—

the natural and the architectural. The former is some-

times called the English style, from the circumstance

that it received its first great development at the hands

of the English gardeners ; and the latter is often known
as the Italian style, from having been brought to a high

degree of perfection by Italian artists. It is quite possi-

ble to conceive of other legitimate styles, and room is

accordingly made for a method of treatment not seldom

employed, called here the picturesque style. This is

neither "natural," in the sense of belonging to the Eng-

lish school, nor in the least architectural. It is not

commonly spoken of as a distinct style
;
yet it seems

better to treat it here as such, and to point out that

there may be other distinctive styles adopted in special
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cases, though none has yet become sufficiently promi-

nent to be named and classified.

These several styles are, to a great degree, mutually

exclusive. It is not simply that a landscape gardener is

likely to be a partisan of one of the great schools,

—

though that is true,—but the different styles, especially

the natural and the architectural, are utterly diverse in

their objects and their methods, so that when brought

together they produce nothing but discord. Within

wide space limits two styles may be used, but it requires

a master hand to effect a coherence along the line of

junction. Those who remember the Wooded Island and

the Court of Honor in the World's Fair grounds at Chi-

cago, have in mind an excellent illustration of this.

Even here the English was not mixed with the Italian

style ; but the two were separated as widely as the room
permitted. One has only to imagine the architectonic

and sculpturesque features of the Court transferred to

the midst of the Island to feel at once what a raging

discord would have resulted. In the broadest terms,

then, it is correct to prescribe that some one style must
be chosen and consistently followed throughout the

development of any landscape plan. This is the first

step toward securing unity.



CHAPTEE III.

THE NATURAL STYLE.

In the English landscape garden one sees and feels every-

where the spirit of nature, only softened and refined by art.

In the Frencli or Italian garden one sees and feels only the
effect of art, slightly assisted by nature. A. J. Downing.

The natural style is unquestionably the favorite in

England and America, and probably only less so in

France and Germany. This means not alone that the

landscape gardeners of these countries practice it in

preference to other styles, but also that the laity, com-

posed of people who only feel and do not think, have a

profound bias toward the natural style. To be sure,

these people admire pattern beds in the parks, and they

put into their own dooryards the most distastefully

unnatural objects conceivable ; but this is due to their

ignorance of the value of unity and their pure inability

to grasp the real motive of a harmonious composition.

In general they have a much greater, though unthinking,

attachment to noble trees, pretty shrubberies, green

lawns and cool shadows, or to a pleasant combination of

all these elements.

GAINING NATURALNESS.

A few simple rules will help to gain this natural-

ness, which is lost oftener by thoughtlessness than by

intention. Perhaps it is not strictly correct to say that

naturalness is gained. As a matter of fact, when a

house is built or a park laid out naturalness is lost to

some extent. But by thoughtful work we may subtract

greatly from the artificiality of the construction, and in

that sense it is true that naturalness is gained.

15
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Open lawns are the natural foundation of a natural

landscape. They should be as large and as little inter-

rupted as circumstances will allow. Speaking in a very

general way, and with room for exceptions, it is good

practice to devote all the center and interior of any land-

scape piece to open lawn. The plantings of trees and
shrubs should, in a general way, be confined to the

boundaries. Buildings should be located toward one

side. And most certainly sliould tiie drives and walks

never cut through the middle of the grounds if a natural,

rural efEect is to be preserved. These lawns may be kept

clipped, or the grass may be allowed to grow at its own
will; but clipped lawns liave a distinct suggestion of

artificiality, and the clipping should be confined to the

vicinity of buildings or other positions where smooth

surfaces and' straight lines are already in evidence. The
unmowed lawn is suitable for larger pieces and for more
emphatically natural surroundings. The lawn should

cover a comparatively large area. One would not want

the furniture in the parlor to take up three-fourths of

the room ; much less would one want the green carpet

of the lawn nearly covered with such furniture as trees

and flower beds.

Curved lines are usually natural, but not necessarily

so. They may be grotesque and artificial to almost any

degree, but it requires an effort to make them so.

Straight lines are specifically unnatural. Nature works

only in curves. The planets move in curves, the small-

est leaflet is bounded by curves, and your sweetheart's

face has not the faintest suggestion of a straight line.

You will with great difficulty find a straight line in

nature. Inasmuch as the grounds on which the land-

scape gardener works often exist chiefly for some utili-

tarian purpose, many strictly non-natural features must

be introduced, and in many cases the naturalness of the

curved line must be abandoned for the usefulness of the

2
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straight. This is sometimes true of walks and drives,

which are usually the most conspicuous lines on the

grounds
;
yet the general rule must still be adhered to,

—

that the drives and walks should be curved unless there

is some good reason to the contrary.

But it is not enough that the drives should be

curved. There are good curves and bad ones, and if a

curve is to be used more thought and skill are required

to save it from defect than though a straight line had

been chosen instead. In an earlier day the imitators of

FIG. 4. WHEKE SHRUBS ARE NEEDED.

the English style,—not the legitimate practitioners,—in

their enthusiasm for curved lines laid many which were

unpleasing to the last degree. The unmethodical, sense-

less, meandering, serpentine walks which one still sees

sometimes are not natural, nor are they artistic in any

sense. It is commonly said that every curve in a drive

or a walk should have an apparent justification. Thus,

if a considerable hill or a group of trees lies wifhin the

bend it seems to furnish an adequate excuse for the

curve. Objects which are not manifestly of sufficient
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importance to demand a turn in the drive are palpably

artificial and worse than nseless. Thus, a flower bed in

the curve of a drive fills the wayfaver with nothing but

disgust; for he sees that it might just as well have been

j)ut somewhere else and his way shortened by straighten-

ing out the motiveless digression. For any moderate
distance a double curve, passing first to one side and
then to the other of a straight line, will be often useful.

While it departs least from the straight line, it gives the

most constant change of direction. It also presents a

FIG. 5. WHEKE SHRUBS AKE ADDED. COMPARE WITH FIG. 4.

greater variety of views. It is essentially the "line of

beauty." Yet it would never do to repeat this form of

curve unvaryingly. Other combinations must suggest

themselves to the designer who has any feeling for

outline.

Grouped trees give an appearance of naturalness

because, in nature, trees are almost always grouped. At
any rate, they are never set in rows! A good, strong

oak grows up,—a patriarch of the forest. There soon
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appears, under the shelter of its spreading branches, a

younger generation like unto the parent, and so we have

a group of oaks. A group of walnuts arises likewise in

another place ; and even such trees as the willows and

poplars, which distribute seeds far and wide, are found

growing grouped together where the environments are

specially suited to their development. It ought not to

be necessary to argTie that this is the only natural way
of placing trees and shrubs

;
yet this most obvious of all

rules is most commonly disregarded.

Shrubs are seldom used too much, and they are fre-

quently neglected. Without stopping to call attention

to the wonderful diversity of riches from which we may
select when we wish to employ shrubs, we desire now
only to point out that their liberal use is in accord with

the natural style which we are seeking to develop.

Referring again to nature, we find shrubs distributed all

about her woodland, and especially along the borders of

her woods. Since at best we seldom have more than a

woodland border in our own compositions, its embellish-

ment with shrubs becomes an oft-recurrent problem. A
judicious arrangement of shrubbery will often obliterate

more of the unpleasant, unnatural and inartistic features

of the grounds than any amount of other material or

other work. Shrubs may be used in comparative profu-

sion, because they take up but little room. A good

view of some things can be obtained over the tops of low

shrubs, and they can thus be given positions quite

forbidden to trees.

The union of the buildings with the grounds, so

that the former seem parts of the latter, is also oftencst

effected by the use of shrubs. A building with its

smooth surfaces and rectangular lines arising abruptly

out of the lawn gives a distinct note of disharmony.

The remedy is to break up, and, as far as possible, to

obliterate the line of demarcation. Shrubs irregularly
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grouped along the walls and massed in retreating angles

help to do this. Tlieir most efficient assistants are the

climbers, which may cling to the walls or twine about

the porches, becoming almost part and parcel of the

building. Shrubs and climbers together, judiciously

placed, will often bring into the closest harmony a house

and grounds which without them would have been at

never-ending war with one another.

LOSING NATURALNESS.

It is not a very logical arrangement of the subject

which classifies topics under these two exactly opposite

heads,—gaining naturalness and losing naturalness.

And yet it has the advantage of convenience. For it is

convenient to consider some things as excellencies and

some others as faults, some as commissions and some as

omissions, some positively and others negatively; and it

may not be amiss to mention certain very important

matters from botli sides.

Thus, of the prominent lines of the ideal landscape

we have said that, other things permitting, they should

be curved ; and yet there is no redundancy in saying

here that they should not be straight. The doctrine is

of sufficient importance to merit a second mention. In

reality it is often disregarded, to the great detriment of

gardens, public squares and house grounds. Yet others

make a mistake by accepting it too exclusively, and lay-

ing curves where there is no room for them and sending

the wayfarer a long journey for which he has neither

heart nor time. Straight lines must sometimes be used,

but the gardener must then content himself that natur-

alness is lost.

Artificial constructions, in the sense here used, is

meant to cover a multitude of whims and fancies which

small gardeners—and some of higher rating—are always

introducing in their choicest and moGt conspicuous

places. Frequently these are of the most puerile order;
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sometimes they are Yery disgusting. As instances come
under my own observation, I may mention a lawn vase

made of an old stove j)ainted red ; a big rat-trap trellis

with no honeysuckles to grow on it; a pile of oyster

shells supporting a plant tub on the green lawn ; and
small flower beds edged with inverted beer bottles.

One of the most generally distributed mistakes of

this sort is the conventional rockery. There is not

space here to exi^lain how to make a good rockery ; but

the general principle needs most to be emphasized, that

nothing will save a rockery from condemnation unless it

appears natural to its surroundings. It may be added

that the proper surroundings are not easily secured;

and that the small, flat front yard of a city lot can

never furnish the associations to Justify a rockery.

When a heap of stones is placed carefully in the mid-

dle of the hand's-breadth of clipped lawn it must be

evident to the most sightless observer that naturalness

is lost.

Another affair much affected in some places is the

little trellis placed on the lawn for the exhibition of

climbing plants. This gives always a note of discord

amidst natural or semi-natural elements, and it is very

doubtful if such a trellis could be made agreeable in any

method of gardening. Climbers on the porches and

walls or on old tree trunks, or clambering wildly over

the tops of bushes, give a more efficient expression of nat-

uralness than almost any other material at the command
of the horticulturist ; and it is perhaps because of this

that they break so forcibly upon the rurality of the

scene when treated so thoughtlessly.

The summer house, which may also be one of the

choicest charms of certain grounds, sometimes appears

as a very monster of ugliness. A long chapter might

be written here, also, detailing what is good and what

bad in the way of summer houses, rustic arbors and
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shady garden seats, but it answers better our passing

purpose to observe that these are points at which natur-

alness is often lost, and which, therefore, require careful

treatment and thoughtful good taste to adapt them quite

to the best interests of a whole, natural composition.

Bad fences are worthy of separate mention. And
the first thing to be said is that practically all fences are

bad, considered merely as items in an art composition on

the natural plan. Yet there are wonderful degrees of

badness among fences. Good, well kept horticultural

hedges of privets, roses, spiraeas, diervillas, arbor vitaes,

and other plants suitable for the special purjioses in

view, are at least bearable, and are sometimes distinctly

satisfactory. A hedge may be continuous and yet irreg-

ular, broadening in one place, bending in another, and

further along merging into a larger group of trees and
shrubs. In this way it may serve the purposes of a

fence without marring the naturalness sought. But
what shall we say of the picket and great board

fences which embrace so many otherwise decent private

and public plots? What shall we say to this frenzy of

iron work which stands between us and the grounds we
would so gladly admire ? Plainly naturalness is lost,

—

utterly and irrecoverably lost. These fences serve a

purpose. They answer to a want keen and urgent in

the ordinary home-owner's heart ; that is, to the desire

for eeclusion and privacy and the unmolested and unob-

served enjoyment of the owner's home surroundings.

This seclusion is worth striving for in the garden plan

;

but if naturalness is desired, some other expedient ought

to be worked out compatible alike with naturalness and

seclusiveness. It has sometimes been thought worth

while to sink the fences in deep ditches, the banks of

which wore given special treatment to conceal the whole
;

but this means will not commend itself to many opera-

tors ; neither is it adapted to many cases.
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White Surfaces.—Pure white is not a color com-
mon in nature, and the dazzling reflection from extended

white surfaces reveals an artificiality which is glaring in

a double sense. Those who, amid the shining buildings

of the "White City" at Chicago, suffered from head-

ache from day to day, had demonstrated to them in a

very telling way the unnaturalness of white surfaces.

This is nob meant to condemn the style so freely adopted

at the World's Fair. The white buildings certainly

gave a striking and in many ways an enjoyable effect.

Yet there were some things to be said against them.

On a small scale, with buildings of more trivial archi-

tecture, white painting is seldom admissible among
plantings of a naturalistic accent. Yet note how often

we are compelled to look at white houses, especially

among farmhouses, where the exclusively and j)erhaps

beautifully rural landscape is least prepared to receive

them. It is safe to say that white surfaces and natural

effects are always incongruous.

Badly Treated Plants.—There are many unnat-

ural methods of plant training in vogue ; and it goes

without saying that they are inconsistent with the Eng-

lish style. Yet we constantly find them intermingled

with purely natural objects, much to the detriment of

both. The junipers, boxes, arbor vitaes and similar

plants trimmed into smooth cones, vases, globes and

more complex combinations, illustrate this method.

Weeping tops grafted on straight, upright trunks belong

to the same class. Others might be mentioned, some

good and some bad in themselves, but all agreeing in

the certainty with which they spoil the unity of any

place in which informal treatment is essayed.



CHAPTER IV.

THE ARCHITECTURAL STYLE.

The evident harmony oC arrangement between the bouse
and surrounding landscape is what first strikes one in Ital-

ian landscape architecture,—the design as a whole, including

gardens, terraces, groves, and their necessary surroundings

and embellishments, it being clear that no one of these com-
ponent parts was ever considered independently, the arclii-

tect of the lioiise being also the architect of the garden and
the rest of the villa. Charles A. Piatt.

A number of terms, all equally clear and useful,

liave been used for this well-defined style of gardening.

We need to notice three,—architectural, geometrical

and Italian. Of these the first is best for our purposes,

especially if architecture is understood in tlie broadest

sense to include all the exterior accessories of buildings,

to (vhich the work of the architect may rightfully extend.

Columns, obelisks, arches, fountains, statues and groups

of statuary, and all similar structures whatsoever, are in

this sense included within the common range of archi-

tecture and architectural gardening. Indeed, the earli-

est and some of the best examples of this style which we

have were planned and executed by professional archi-

tects,—men who did not claim to be gardeners at all.

The term "geometrical" lias its obvious signification.

It is perfectly legitimate, and in many places highly

serviceable. This method is also widely and properly

known as the Italian style, having received its best devel-

opment in Italy.

The architectural style is diametrically opposed at

all points to the extreme natural style. It is opposite in

methods and in effects ; though this is no reason why a

person of artistic taste may not find full satisfaction in
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either. The most modern tendency is to admit the

architectural, the natural and all other possible styles of

gardening, to equal consideration ; to recognize that

each 'may claim greatest advantages in special situations
;

and to choose from among different styles, in a frame of

mind quite free from prejudice, the one best suited to

any given circumstances of environment and demand.

The time "was,—and recently, — when English and

American gardeners were very much prejudiced against

geometrical methods of all sorts. As a result, their

attempted naturalistic effects were forced into situations

where grievous failure alone could meet them, but where

a less partisan good taste would have wrought beautiful

and satisfying results through the discredited methods.

One of the most renowned specimens of the Italian style

is shown in Fig. 7.

Two things especially have contributea m recent

years to an honest appreciation in America of the claims

of the architectural style. One is the favorable attitude

of discriminating praise on the part of almost all Amer-

ican writers, moi'e emphatically presented in Mr. Charles

A. Piatt's book, "Italian Gardens." The second cause

is the satisfaction and delight felt by all in the wonder-

ful architectonic outdoor effects realized at the World's

Fair. It is not so much that the gardening architecture

of the World's Fair was so much grander in size, extent

and artistic conception than anything we- had previ-

ously had on this continent, as it is that it was seen by

so many hundreds of thousands of people from all parts

of America, to most of whom this architectural glory

came as a revelation.

Before beginning to point out the specific contriv-

ances by which the perfection of the architectural style

is sought, it will be best to consider its broader relations,

conditions and limitations. The architectural garden

is, in a very proper sense, an extension,—a development
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of the building or buildings in contiguih-. A dwelling

house must have porches, promenades, provision for the

exercise, resb or enjoyment of its inhabitants in the open

air, with more or less protection under foot and over-

head. A public building must have its colonnades, log-

gias and approaches. These may extend indefinitely

away from the proper walls of the building and into the

area of the garden. It is necessary only to keej) up a

close and obvious connection between the entrance steps,

the walks of stone or marble flagging, the resting seats

of hewn stone, the fountains, the statuary and the stone

boundary walls, to see how completely the main edifice

may extend quite to the boundary of the grounds.

Looking at it in this light it is manifest that the

surrounding grounds, developed from the central build-

ing, are accessory and subordinate to it. They serve as

an appropriate frame in which to exhibit the beauty of

the building. They do not attempt to hide the main
work of architecture, nor to draw attention away from

it, but to point out and emphasize its beauties. It

would be well if this point were borne in mind by land-

scape gardeners in general ; for there are many cases in

which the buildings are of supreme interest, and any

gardening which openly competes with them for public

attentiim and admiration is pronouncedly intolerable.

It is doubtful if any naturalistic effects should ever be

attempted in such cases. It can be fairly said that the

possibilities of developing such places after the Italian

methods are seldom realized in this country ; for while

we have a great deal of painfully unnatural gardening,'

we have wofully little creditable architectural adornment

outside the paint which covers our houses.

The principle of choice between the two great styles

has already been pointed out. In situations where the

buildings are necessarily predominant, the architectural

style is more easy of application, while in those cases
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where the grounds are naturally of chief importance,

they respond most readily and satisfactorily to the nat-

ural style of development. This rule may not he proof

against exceptions, hut it is safe.

One word more needs to be said. A compromise or

combination of the two styles—the natural and the

architectural—is utterly irrational and impossible. Cer-

tain concessions to architecture are always necessary in

natural gardening, even in Yellowstone National Park,

but they must always be looked upon as detracting from

the ideal, and their thoughtless introduction or unskill-

ful treatment may quickly damage the naturalistic land-

scape beyond repair. And so must flowers, foliage and

trees be brought into the architectural garden, but they

must, by heroic efforts, be subordinated to the geomet-

rical outlines of the main features.

Geometrical linos, alwa5's to be avoided in natural-

istic gardening, are to be conservatively sought in work-

ing out the architectural ideal. Flower beds, borders,

drives, walks, and all other similar elements of the land-

scape, which in naturalistic compositions would prefer-

ably be expressed in flowing curves, will in this style be

set in straight lines and geometrical curves. There are

pleasing geometrical lines, and unpleasing ones. More

truly are there good combinations of geometrical lines,

and bad ones. To discriminate between the good and

the bad requires the same taste that is needed to criti-

cise any other art object. To originate a good one in

the imagination and successfully to transfer it to the

garden, requires the mind and the education of an artist.

The amateur may remember that t!iese three tests

can safely be applied to his geometrical tracings : Sim-

plicity, boldness, grace. Simplicity is of supreme

importance. Intricate or complex geometrical designs,

which do not appear at once clear and reasonable, even

at the first careless, inattentive glance, are curiosities fit
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for intellectual study, and not elements of a picture for

the delight of the moi-e subtle aesthetic faculties. They

might serve a purpose in a museum. In a garden they

have DO place. This is especially to be insisted on at

this point, for the novice can easily combine geometrical

forms ; but doing so without training and without sym-

pathy, his work is at best grotesque, and quite apt to be

silly. This same lack of feeling for dignity of outline

results in tameness, weakness, puerility, in place of that

quality which we have designated as boldness. We
might have called tliis quality dignity ; but dignity is

both simple and bold. Now if simplicity and boldness

alone were demanded of geometrical lines, perfection

would be within easy reach. One would have only to

confine himself to rectangular combinations to achieve

both. But some more graceful outlines are desired by

the eye, and to their invention the designer may well

give earnest study. No definition of grace, in this

sense, can be put in words, much less any directions by

which its realization may be effectually secured.

The lawn has already been referred to as being in a

double sense the ground work of the garden picture.

The close shaven lawn is the very life of the architec-

tural garden. Often it is all the garden there is to the

composition. If a city residence crowds upon a busy

street, trees, shrubs and flowers are all impracticable

;

but the little strip of close cut grass between is clean,

cool and comfortable. A court yard may be chiefly con-

cerned with a fountain, stone flagging and heavy
benches ; but there may be some little patches of clipped

grass in between, and these will be like the carpets

within the building. The uncut lawn with grass run-

ning riot is so evidently out of unity with all architec-

tonic features as to need no remark.

Trees set in rows may or may not add to the perfec-

tion of the Italian style. If trees are to be used in any
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moderate number they should usually stand in rows

;

and if they approach closely to some extended geomet-

rical line they should always be placed parallel to it.

This applies to those infrequent instances in which a

row of trees will appear next the long face of a building,

and to the more common cases in which they will follow

a drive or walk. It is quite the delight of the landscape

architect to form long avenues of stately trees ; and how
successful such leafy avenues have been in satisfying the

longings of men's hearts one need only consult the his-

torian, the story writer and the poet to learn.

Street planting should be referred, for discussion, to

this place in our outline ; and it is a matter of such gen-

eral importance, and yet one in which such a surprising

amount of bad taste is displayed, that we may give it a

proportionally large amount of our attention. The
street, then, is to be regarded as a geometrical figure,

and is to be consistently treated as such. This requires

three things. First, the rows should be parallel with

the street. Second, the trees should be set at uniform

distances. Tliird, the individual trees should be just as

nearly uniform in all respects as it is possible to make
them. The first two considerations are sufficiently obvi-

ous. The third rule is constantly "violated. It is not at

all uncommon to find two or more distinct species mixed
together in the same row. The writer remembers to

have seen nine different species in a single row ninning

only half the length of a city block. This row was pur-

posely set in such an order by the enthusiastic owner of

the property. The man might consistently have sewed
nine monstrously different buttons in a row down the

front of his Prince Albert coat. Great effort should

further be made to have all the trees in any given row
of the same size and form. If in the first planting of a

street only a part of the trees grow, no time or pains

can be spared quickly to fill the vacancies. And during
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the early development of the row attention should be

given to favor the slow growing specimens and to check

the strong. After a row of trees of a single species is

well started, a satisfactory uniformity will usually result

without further special attention. It is, of course, not

desirable to try to make each elm tree along an avenue

the exact counterpart of some model;* but with trees

of more precise forms even this effort is worth while.

There are some species of trees having forms almost

architectural in themselves, such as the Lombardy pop-

lar ; and for purely ornamental purposes such trees may
be used with marked success along avenues. Other

trees, as arbor vitses, which can be clipped into distinctly

geometrical forms, might undoubtedly be used with

abundant satisfaction in certain cases for the same

purposes.

Clipped trees and shrubs are frequently seen in the

little gardens about our city and country residences.

But among the numerous specimens of this sort which

one finds, it is hard indeed to find one which really adds

some value to the scene. They are usually mere freaks

of the gardeners' imagination. They should be severely

discouraged. But in a consistently developed Italian

garden. Judiciously placed among harmonious surround-

ings, these clipped plants may become beautiful and

dignified. The clipped hedges of the Italian villas are a

most delightful part of the compositions. In some of

these, sculptured columns are set at regular distances,

fitting snugly into the mass of the hedge plants ; and

thus the architectural effect is accented and improved.

Topiary work was extremely fashionable among the

gardeners of England and the continent in the years pre-

* Special effort is reqiiirerl, liowever, to make <t good avenue of

elms. The diversities of form are often so serious as to detract male-
rially from the beanty of the row. Tliis difficnlty may be overcome,
when the work is of sufficient importance, by planting well selected
grafted trees. See also Cliapter X, Part III.
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ceding the development of the natural style. It was

more used there than in Italy, and without the related

features of the Italian style. Topiary work consists in

the clipping of trees or shrubs into more elaborate archi-

tectural or statuesque forms, such as to make whole

arboi-s, statues, and often ingeniously grotesque figures.

If it is useful anywhere it may be brought into the

architectural garden ; but its extravagances are always

unbearable, and are now haply out of vogue.

The introduction of stairways, balustrades, urns,

fountains and statues in a much-frequented garden, sup-

posing the articles to be in themselves pleasing, must

always be a satisfaction to the human habitues. The

eye delights in them all. So that when we have quite

laid aside the attempt to deceive the senses into a feeling

of rural solitude, and are working along professedly

artificial lines, nothing gives greater pleasure than well-

executed and well disposed architectural and sculptur-

esque features. This proposition needs no argument or

explanation. It is self-evident, but none the less preg-

nant for its obviousness.

The colors which seem most in unison with archi-

tectural gardening are the deep green monotones in the

clipped walls and columns. A mixture of colors in

these would spoil forever their dignity and repose. A
spotted wall or a variegated column would be an absurd-

ity. But sharp contrasts are in some places also useful,

as in the practice of setting white marble statues against

walls of the darkest green. For the blossoming plants

which are sometimes used in beds or pots, bright and

contrasting colors are to be chosen. This practice is

also entirely the opposite of that employed in the nat-

ural style, where the most delicate gradations of greens

and grays are contrived.

A terrace always presents two or three parallel lines,

according to' its construction. Those should be exactly
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parallel and geometrical in outline. They are in any

case purely formal, geometrical, architectural ; and they

fit easily into an architectural composition and measur-

ably enhance its effect.

Fountains are always appropriate to the style of

gardening here under consideration. But limited

stretches of still water, bound in by stone steps, walls or

edgings, also serve to beautify the scene while still fur-

ther hightening the effect which, we are now seeking.

It may perhaps be permissible to refer again to the Court

of Honor at the "World's Fair in illustration of the won-

derful effectiveness of water surfaces amid architectural

surroundings. The free use of water pieces in gar-

dens was a chief tenent of the Moorish, Persian and

Indian gardeners, and may be said to be the principal

attraction of so much of their work as remains to the

present day.

Flower beds were notable features of the old Italian

villas. The typical disposition of them was within an

enclosure walled by sheared trees, as already described.

Within these environs a large number of small flower

beds were laid off in geometrical shapes, edged with low

clipped borders of grass or shrubs, and separated by
graveled walks. Both hardy perennial plants and flow-

ering annuals were used in these little plots. Outside

these gardens, in any suitable position, flowering or foli-

age plants may be found in pots or boxes. These recep-

tacles may be at the successive posts of a horizontal bal-

ustrade ; they may surmount the newel posts at the foot

of some stairs, or they may flank a path-side garden seat.

The lawn vases, such as one sees quite too often on nat-

uralistically treated lawns, may be used in this style

with greater freedom.

Pattern bedding should be mentioned here because

it does not belong to the architectural ideal, though
some people may suppose that it does. Indeed, the pat-
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tern beds such as we see so distastefully displayed in our

parks, showing in gaudy colei and acalyphas the day of

the week, a map of the United States or an ugly

ship sailing on dry land,—these things do not belong to

any system of landscape gardening. Neither do the

trivial little mosaics of echeverias and geraniums which

one sees in private dooryards. These things belong in

the horticultural museum,- along with other oddities

and monstrosities. It is not possible to speak of garden-

ing as a fine art until these things are thoroughly for-

saken and forgotten.



CHAPTEE V.

THE PICTURESQUE STYLE.

But regularity can never attain to a great sliare of beauty,

and to none of tlie species called piclxiresque; a denomina-
tion in general expressive of excellence, but which, by

being too indiscriminately applied, may be sometimes pro-

ductive of errors. Thomas Wheatletj.

Nay, farther, we do not scruple to assert that rouglmess
forms the most essential point of difference between the

beautiful and the picturesque. M'illiam (filpin.

L'irregularil^ est V essence du pittoresque.

Edouard AndrL

This chapter is introduced for two jrarposes : First,

to treat of a quality in landscape composition which, if

carried out to a considerable extent, produces a style

really different from either of those already treated ; and,

second, to represent any number of additional styles of

landscape gardening beyond the two generally recog-

nized. There are no common, well defined and well

known styles except the natural and the architectural

;

but there is no essential reason why there should not be.

It may even be regarded as desirable that there shall

arise some school of artists with sufficient keenness of

invention and purity of feeling to create some really new
styles for us. At present it conies best within the range

of our study to call attention to the peculiar quality of

picturesqueness ; and to suggest tliat it may, in some
situations, be emphasized over a considerable space. In

such a case the picturesque is essentially a distinct style.

There are many plant forms which are picturesque

in themselves, and which may best illustrate the nature

of this quality to anyone not clearly understanding what
it is. Such forms are those of the gingko tree, Table

Mountain pine, "Weeping Norway spruce, "Weeping larch,

40
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Wier's Out Leaved maple, the leafless Kentucky coffee

tree, and many others. No general definition of pictur-

esqueness, as applied thus to plants, can well be given

so as to enable an inexperienced eye to select them from

the arboretum. But the landscape gardener, in whose
mind the ideal is clearly conceived, will have small dif-

ficulty in finding the plants suited to its expression.

A broken and uneven surface is especially adapted to

.

the production of picturesque effects. Indeed, it is not

FIG, 11. WILLIAM GILPIN'S IDEA OF PICTURESQUEKESS.
From his "Forest Scenery."

improper, though not strictly correct for all cases, to

designate the peculiar beauties of mountain scenery as

picturesqueness. Mountain scenery is not commonly

architectural in style ; neither does it have the smooth

and flowing outlines of the English ideal garden. Should

a landscape gardener some time find himself with a

piece of mountain ground to work upon, he would hardly
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be excusable should he attempt any other treatment

than the picturesque effects usually found in such places.

Dark color masses and monotones have often a

weird and picturesque suggestion for the sympathetic

mind. This is even the case when expressed in the for-

mal outlines of the architectural style ; but it is more

i-!V^^. V,_^

FIG. 12. A PICTURESQUE TKEE. TABLE MOUNTMX PIXE.

strikingly true when the dark monotones appear in

masses of black -spruces, or similarly dark foliagcd

plants. The deep, dark shadows of mountain sides add

noticeably to the efEectiveness of the scene, and to the

quality here considered.

A much broken sky line is not always desirable in

other styles of gardening, particularly in the natural.

It is, indeed, one of the first points of instruction usu-
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ally given in attempts to teach the natural style, that the

sky line should be broken ; but this expedient for variety

may well have its limits in most naturalistic composi-

tions. In. a development of the picturesque it has prac-

tically no limit, and the more the sky line may be serried

and cut the more emphatic will be the resulting effect.

The scattering specimens of starved and deformed

pines which one sees at some places on rugged hill or

mountain sides have a charming picturesqueness in

themselves which fits well into their surroundings.

Solid groups of symmetrically developed trees in such

*^4% &.>

FIG. 13. RUSTIC PICTURESQUENESS.

From a California park.

situations wou'd be patent detractions from the general

local efiect. The scattering individuals have a great

advantage, and these are best displayed in middle dis-.

tances. A single tree is always a middle-ground subject.

If it be too close to the observer its composite beauty is

unseen ; if it be too far, its individuality is blurred. All

this is of especial weight in a specimen exhibited for its

individual eccentricities. It has even been the practice

in some instances to plant dead and blasted trees in

pleasure grounds for the picturesqueness of their effect,

but the expediency of such a plan is very questionable.



CHAPTER VI.

TAEIETT.

Nature puts so much variety into her reality that she is

more heautilul dian we can imagine by slieer force of quan-
tity ! Ten days for an artist in a mountain valley will give

liini ten views from the same point which will be entirely

different each day. F. Sckuifler Mathews.

Oettiamo nn rapido sguardo sul vasto imperio delle arti,

osservianio per poco le produzioni di ciascuna, e resteremo
convitti clie, nulla fe bello alia ragione se non le si presenta
con parti varie, e queste riunite in un principo comune.

F. Cartolano.

Thus far we have been treating of unity, and point-

ing out those particular elements which are usually har-

monious when brought together. Unity must always

be placed first, as the most important quality ; for some-

times unity alone will make a small composition agree-

able. Still, if unity means uniformity, sameness, the

eye soon tires of it. But unity does not demand same-

ness. There may be unity with Tariety. The two are

not really opposed to each other, though either one

would be easier to accomplish could the other be disre-

garded. Perfect unity with satisfying variety need not

be even a compromise ; but both tests must always be

applied by the gardener. It is helpful to the landscape

composer to remember that variety is possible in surface,

form, materials, color, texture, season, composition

and position.

In seeking to vary the surface on which our garden-

ing is to be done, our attention falls first upoa the three

simplest forms of ground, viz., the plane, the concave

and the convex surfaces. And we note also that the

concave and conve'x surfaces give in tliemselves a much
greater variety of view than is afforded by a plane.

U
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This is so potent a fact that in making up the surface of

the grounds for piirk or residence purposes great care is

usually taken to avoid a perfect plane, and still to give

a uniform swell or depression. Breaking the plane with

a succession of little hillocks would be fatal indeed. Of

these three classes of surface the concave is usually to

be preferred for small areas, for it gives much the best

effect of extent. From any point within a concavity

the whole sarface is visible. This is not true of a con-

vexity ; and a perfectly flat surface will, unless given

some bold and striking treatment, always have a sug-

gestion of inconsequentiality about it.

A caution needs to be inserted here to secure the

best use of these several varieties of surface. As long

ago as 1770 Thomas Wheatley said : "In made ground

the connection is, perhaps, the principal consideration.

A swell which wants it is but a heap ; a hollow but a

hole ; and both ajopear artificial. . . . Such shapes

should be contiguous as most readily unite ; and the

actual division between them should be anxiously con-

cealed. If a swell descends upon a level ; if a hollow

sinks from it, the level is an abrupt termination, and a

little rim marks it distinctly. To cover that rim a short

sweep at the foot of the swell, a small rotundity at the

entrance of the hollow, must be interposed." All these

cautions are fully worth attention ; for the slightest dif-

ferences in the surface of the ground are obvious and

important to the sympathetic beholder.

Broken ground offers an evident and spicy variety.

The value of broken ground for developments of the

picturesque has already been touched upon.

Sloping grounds have a value all their own, and,

for their most effective utilization, require a special

treatment. Mr. Parsons, in his "Landscape Gardening,"

includes a chapter of useful directions for the treatment

of such sites, which the student will do well to consult.
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Here we will content ourselves by saying that two oppor-

tunities are afforded the gardener by sloping grounds

which are elsewhere unusual. The first is in the diver-

sity of surface presented. The second is in the advan-

tageous situation for the display of many plants which,

in any other position, would not appear to advantage.

In respect to the first, it should be explained that even

comparatively gentle slopes may be emphasized by proper

treatment until they appear to be steep declivities. The
first expedient to this end lies in the treatment of the

ground itself. It is simply to contrive small irregulari-

ties of the surface by placing here and there a little

swell which rises abruptly and then falls away very

gently down the hill. This part of the declivity will

of course be steeper than the general slope ; and a few

of these contrasts will give the appearance desired. Such

variety is often to be sought on a nearly flat and feature-

less place. A slope also furnishes a specially suitable

location for the disposition of rocks, both because they

are needed to hold the hillside against washing by rains,

and because they appear to much better advantage than

on level ground. If the rocks used on a hillside are not

in their natural stratifications, and plainly so, they

should always be mingled with grass and shrubs and
trailing vines. Many trailing vines give great satisfac-

tion if allowed to run at liberty down the side of a bank.*

Water in any form furnishes an ever pleasing addi-

tion to a garden, whether as a bubbling fountain, a

sparkling brook, or a cool and quiet expanse of mirror-

like surface. In brooks and ponds it furnishes one of

the most delightful resources of the landscape gardener.

Besides the wonderful variety of pleasing eSects of which
it is in itself capable, it provides the only opportunity

• Trailing plants may often be used to great advantage. In m.iiiy
such situations tlie liaidy perennials are especially duslr.able. See
Cliap. XXI, Part IV.
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for growing many species and yarieties of our most beau-

tiful plants. The possibilities which are open to the

landscape gardener in the treatment of water surfaces

are so magnificent and manifold that neither description

nor enumeration is practicable here. We can only

declare with all emphasis that when water surfaces are

brought into a landscape composition an immeasurable

field of harmonious variety is opened for cultivation by

the resourceful gardener.

A curved line changes direction at every point.

This is the old definition, which, in itself, is a plain

statement that an infinite variety of direction is con-

tained in a curved line. A straight line has only one

direction.

The partial concealment of principal points of inter-

est is a common and profitable expedient in most cases,

—

less so perhaps in the architectural style than in others.

In the natural style it is always admissible to group the

trees so as to hide, partially or totally, the buildings

from most situations, and to give a really complete view

from only a few specially favorable points. If a group

is £0 placed as to afford a partial view of the buildings

from one standpoint, a totally different view is seen

from a second standpoint. In this way the buil(3ings

are seen in an endless variety of forms. If a drive or

walk leads up to some object of special interest, it may
be always considered a good plan, where possible, to

give successive glimpses of the object along the way,

reserving a full view for a fimil triumph at a point from
which the whole may be best admired.

It is not an uncommon thing at public institutions,

where several buildings are needed, to find them all of

the same general design and placed in a row, all fronting

the same way. I have in mind, as bavins; come within

my own observation, two instances of this. One is a

large reform school ; the other a great state university.
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[n either case there was room, and to spare, for a differ-

ence of design and location. There may be circum-

stances which make the uniform plan and arrangement

the best, but certain monotony is the result.

Deep vistas in any landscape planting are desirable

for many reasons. They give depth to the scene. Our
gardening is usually on too small a scale to satisfy fully

the hungry eye. One's look will wander away and

beyond the fence which limits the little garden, and

seek to lose itself at the farthest reach of the eyesight's
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The charm of the purely natunil style, especially in cer-

tain situations, lies in its utter quietness and iDeacefulness.

A horizon full of Lombardy j)Oi)lar exclamation points

is not in unity with such ideas. But the sky line may
be diversified more gently. It may be carried high on

one side by a mass of heavy woods ; it may sink low on

another side, to the surface of a lake ; and in one or two

places it may perhaps be accentuated with (he spiie-like

poplars. This is a matter in which good taste must be

exercised ; for while very iew observers will analyze a

scene and itemize the excellencies and defects of the sky

line, the most unsympathetic mind may be keenly,

though perhaps unconsciously, alive to both.

Very few people have any conception of the multi

tudinous sj)ecies and varieties of trees, shrubs, climbers

flowering and foliage plants at the command of the hor

ticultural architect. With twenty sorts of maples, and

as many oaks ; with poplars in all shapes and sizes

with dozens of varieties of lilacs, scores of si^irseas and
hundreds of roses; with evergreens and deciduous trees

fastigiate and weeping trees ; dark-colored and yellow

trees ; broad-leaved and cut-leaved ti-ees ; big trees and
little trees ; with other trees, shrubs, climbers and hardy

plants literally "too numerous to mention," the gar-

dener need never want for variety of material. To know
these resources and to understand the possibilities of

each species and variety is to master the landscape gar-

dener's useful alphabet.

" From the artistic point of view, trees have three

characteristics which may be separately studied.—form,

texture and color."* "We have already noticed the gen-

eral variety in forms available to the landscape gardener;

but it is worth while, in the present connection, to

emphasize the attractive variety of forms which meet

• Mrs. Soliuyler Van Rensselaer, "Art ont of Doors."
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the admiration of the tree loTer. The form of a tree is

its first and most evident characteristic. Its outline is

always beautiful, either in its symmetry or its irregu-

larity, as the case may be ; and the man who does not

notice the difference between the form of a Sugar maple

and a Mossy Cup oak is one to whom I'Angelus might

as well have been a chromo.

There are considerable contrasts of color among
trees. One may cite as examples the Eed oak, the Sil-

ver poplar and the Golden willow. But the most pleas-

ing and numerous varieties of color in trees and shrubs

are separated from each other as barely distinguishable

tints. The proper combination of these tints is delicate

work for a sympathetic and artistic mind ; but there is,

nevertheless, a wide difference between good combina-

tions and bad ones.

The difference between a strip of mosquito netting

and a piece of sail cloth is chiefly one of texture. We
speak of texture oftenest in connection with woven
fabrics, and in -that connection we best understand what

it means. But it is not a difficult matter to transfer

this notion, of texture to the apparent solidity, or lack

of solidity, in the mass of green which the foliage of

any tree may present. A plane tree is not greatly dif-

ferent in form from a Kentucky coffee tree, and yet

what a difference in the effect they have on the observer !

Compare a catalpa with a honey locust ; a tulip tree

with a willow. What a difference in the whole aspect

of the trees contrasted ! These examples may, perhaps,

suggest the meaning of Mrs. Van Rensselaer's definition :

" By texture of a tree I mean the character of its masses

of foliage as determined by the manner of growth of the

lighter spray, and the number, shape, disposition and

tissue of its leaves." In no other quality of a tree is

variety more effective than in the texture. Some strik-

ing differences of texture in foliage are shown in Fig. 16.
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The horticultural calendar has certain well-marked

divisions to which the exhibitor of growing plants may
well have thoughtful regard. The first essay that was

ever written in the English language on the subject of

ornamental gardening opened with an extreme prescrip-

tion for this arrangement. " I do hold it," says Bacon,*

"in the royal ordering of gardens, there ought to be gar-

dens for all the months of the year, in which, severally,

things of beauty may be then in season." The essayist

proceeds immediately to give a catalogue of the plants

seasonable to each month of the year, "for the climate

of London." We may doubt whether ten or twelve

classes of plants can practicably be made on this basis

;

but we distinguish in our own Eestlietic sensibilities with

great differences between spring greens, June roses,

midsummer's wealth of foliage, autumn colors and choice

winter scenes. Any particular plant is not likely to

figure in its perfection through more than one or two of

these seasons ; and this opens to the landscape gardener

a serious problem. The question is, shall wo attempt

to intermingle the perfections of all the year so as to

have somewhat of attractiveness in each several group at

all times ? Or shall we rather follow the dictum of Lord

Bacon, and group together those plants suitable to each

successive season ? Doubtless each method is at times

expedient. If one's garden is so small as to hold only a

single group of plants he will scarcely care to buy a single

month of superlative perfection at the expense of eleven

months of dullness and desolation. But where the gar-

dening is on a more extensive scale the artist may dis-

tribute his beauties into any sort of an annual cyclorama

which he chooses. He will gain, at all events, a most

acceptable variety by having regard to the special sea-

sons mentioned.

•Lord Francis Bacon, Essays, " Of Gardening."
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It is not within the range of our present inquiry to

enumenite those special plants which are ready to the

gardener's hand for these diverse effects. This has

already been done in many useful books, and some sug-

gestions are made in Part III of the present volume.

The competent gardener should be able, out of his own
knowledge, to select the most pleasing materials for

his pictures.

The light gray-greens are perhaps characteristic of

the early spring. As trees and shrubs put forth their

first unfolding buds the general effect is much different

from that given by the same plants after the full dress

of foliage is put on. Usually the color is several shades

lighter—grayer—and this appearance is further liight-

ened by the grayer twigs not yet covered out of sight

but showing more and more dimly through the thicken-

ing screen of green leaves. Certain plants are more

beautiful in this spring dress than at any subsequent

season.

Some of the willows should be prominently men-
tioned in this category ; for example, the Eoyal willow,

Salix regalia. Among the smaller flowering plants

there is a specially rich field of possibilities, including

crocus, narcissus, jonquils, hyacinths, tulips and others.

These are suitable not only to be the first occupants

of the bleak flower beds after the mulch is removed

in the spring, but they should be scattered with a liberal

hand through the grass and in the borders, where

they come on year after year amid surroundings which

make them seem even more dainty and graceful and

delightful harbingers of returning spring than when
grown in specially prepared beds.

June is the month of roses, brides and college grad-

uates. It is particularly a month of fetes and of care-

free enjoyment of living. Weddings and commence-

ments are the gardener's good jjatrons, and for them the
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grounds may well put on their holiday attire. June is

the youthful gala time of the garden ; and the bold and

blushing, smiling and nodding, vain and conscious roses,

which would be thought immodest amid the tranquillity

of summer or the somberness of autumn, are now
received with gladness as the fitting expression of our

exuberant emotions. Flowers in abundance, with roses

predominating; bright colors and heavy perfumes;

with greens and grays and old folks kept in the back-

ground—these are the colors for the June picture, the

chords for the June music.

In midsummer nothing is more delightful than

quiet rest under cooling shade. No flashing colors for

us now. N"o Jarring contrasts for the tired eyes. The
trees now invite us with their thickest canopy of foliage

;

and if beneath them stretches a cool, clean greensward,

and if the shadows fall all untroubled into a still pool

near by, we rest amid these scenes with an overflowing

gratitude for the kind hands by which they are provided.

We have fled the dusty highway, the burning streets,

the noise and hurry and commotion of business. Quiet

and solitude are our chief desires. Tliese feelings, com-

mon to all men at such times, indicate unequiv-

ocally the duty of the gardener. With so unmis-

takable a demand upon him, he is no gardener at all

who will not know what he ought to do.

The beautiful colors of autumn are too much looked

upon as secondary qualities of the plants which affect

them, and their disposition on the grounds is too much
a matter of chance. The gardener ought to recognize

in these autumn colors another opportunity for the

aggregation of scattered beauties. Through these he

may produce one more almost spectacular effect before

the winter shuts us all indoors away from the enjoyment

of his works. Without speaking of the individual excel-

lencies of the oaks, the liquidambar, the maples and the
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tulip trees, we may note that two distinct colors appear

in great quantities, namely the reds and the yellows.

Each of these is present in comparative purity in certain

species, and their combination is specially adapted to

provide the most extraordinary contrasts. And at no

other time of the year would the eye accept such gandy

hues,—no, not even in June,—much less delight in

them. But now as our overcoats are buttoned on and

FIO. 17. A ^«NTF,R PirTURE.
A skctcli of nature's composing.

as we hurry along to get ourselves under shelter from
the bustling wind, we are in no mood to note details

and examine delicate efEeets. A picture must cry out
after us if it would get our attention. And so the gar-

dener may mass together as much as he pleases of those

gorgeous colors of the early frost ; and we will stop a

moment to admire his work again and to thank him for
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it ere we betake ourselves to the blazing hearth and the

absorbing book.

But even the winter does not wholly rob the gar-

dener of opportunity to please us. Indeed, some of the

most gracious products of the ornamental grounds are

those blessings which are enjoyed in midwinter. It is a

mistake to suppose that the ground must be all bleak-

ness and desolation as soon as snow falls. There is a

whole host of the evergreens to refute such a supjDOsi-

tion. The variety of them is greater than the unitiated

might at all suspect. With them may be arranged

many shrubs and small trees which, though deciduous,

have bark of such bright and pleasing hues that they

may be shown against dark backgrounds in many cheery

combinations. Such are the Golden willow, the Golden

spiraea and the Eed branched dogwood. A long list of

others migh"!; easily be made. There are certain corners

of the garden which are usually especially conspicuous

from the windows of the living rooms ; and it is a pity

if part of this scene at least cannot be robbed of its

winter bleakness and dreariness. If such spots are

chosen for beautiful winter effects the designer has

gained another triumiDli in his art.

There is some danger that the beginner in plant

grouping will make all his groups alike. This is a very

easy thing to do. To avoid it, it first becomes necessary

that the operator shall see the sameness into which he is

falling. This he can best do in his own work by direct-

ing his imagination to construct before him the various

finished groups. It is certainly unlikely that the indi-

vidual plants will be set in exactly homologous positions

unless the groups are set with a tape measure. But it is

not difficult, if the imagination be serviceable, to com-

pare the probable final effects of two groups, and deter-

mine with satisfactory accuracy if the two will look

alike twenty years hence. Aside from the ability to see
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mistakes, it requires an iBventive mind to devise new

arrangements for groups ; but a variety of arrangements

they certainly should have in any scheme not intention-

ally formal.

Single trees or shrubs appear to great advantage

when properly placed, and if in all respects good, they

add sensibly to the composite beauty of the scene. A
single plant will naturally receive more and better atten-

tion wlien standing by itself than though it were in a

group with others. For this reason it should have

greater individual excellence, if possible. It should be

faultless, if that can be. There are many positions

about any extensive grounds in which single trees or

sliiubs will be acceptable units of the composition. The
judgment of the designer must point these out; but we
may take note that they will usually be comparatively

close to the observer, so tliat tlie single plants will always

be under critical examination. Such places are, then,

to be reserved for specially choice specimens. Any rare

or remarkable plant,—not monstrous and deformed,

—

should be given such a place of prominence. And every

specimen plant should be remarkable for its individual

jK'i'fections of good culture.

There are a great many general and common forms

given to groups, but their classification and discussion

do not belong here. It is sufficient to iterate that

this is another point at which conspicuous variety is

both possible and proper.

There are, of course, some objects whicli are seen
both near by and at a distance. But in the majority of
instances an object,—for instance, a tree,—will be most
often seen from the same distance. If it stand at the
back of a wood belt, with numerous smaller trees between
it and the distant roadway, it may he fairly considered
in the background. On the otlicr hand, if it stand
close beside a much frequented path or just before the
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windows of the living room, it is nsiinlly seen in the

foreground. Between these extremes there is a middle-

ground of greater or less extent. The same plant gives

nxceedingly diverse effects as seen in these three differ-

ent positions.

A background is made up most naturally of large

trees. Here can be used many species of rough and

uncouth growth which would not look respectable at

FIG. 18. EAOKGEOXTND AND SCREEN COMBINED.

Note also the fine grouping of shrubs in the border. Prospect Park,
Brooklyn.

close range. Trees of which the texture is so coarse or

irregular as to be inadmissible in the foreground, seem

at the background to give but a gentle touch to the

elsewise unbroken and monotonous surface. Trees of

which the colors would jar upon a fastidious eye if seen

too close, seem modest and pretty at a greater distance.

Moreover, a background must be made up with due

thought to the most effectual exhibition of whatever lies
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between it and the observers. For this reason it must

not have a bristling sky line if smooth and roundheaded

smaller trees are to appear in front of it. And the oppo-

site mistake must be guarded against. One time with

another, the background may best be darker than those

groups which intervene between it and the usual point

of view. This rule cannot always be adliered to, for it

would force all dark colored species out of the fore- and

middle-ground ; but the reverse presentation must always

be looked upon as an undesirable concession to other

necessities.

In the foreground, where all plants are under com-
paratively close scrutiny, only those should be used

which will bear such examination. Flowering shrubs

and herbaceous plants may be used here. In most cases

plants for the foreground must be small ; and though

we like to have large trees next the walk so that we can

enjoy their shade, and though this demand should be

met, to a degree, yet a tree so placed adds nothing to

the picture, and too many such trees shut off the view

entirely. It is a common fault, in the plantings along

drives and walks, that they do not give a satisfactory

view of the landscajie.

There is a great wealth of medium sized trees and
large shrubs which look well in middle-ground. Of
these are the buckeyes, altheas, lilacs, and the interest-

ing kcelreuteria. Tiie middle-ground is an advanta-

geous place for the exhibition of all tree specimens. If

the form of a tree specimen is to be admired it will be put

far back in the middle-ground ; if it is the beautiful foli-

age, it will come to the nearer middle-ground. ]\Iiddle-

ground plantings sometimes serve the purposes of back-

ground to foreground plantings; but this is not often

the case, and it is an undesirable arrangement.

It not infrequently occurs tliat there are beautiful

objects visible from the grounds under treatment and
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yet lying wholly outside them. It may be mountain
scenery, a lake, a yiew o£ the ocean, a glimpse of a

pretty village, or any other exterior object which bears

an interest to the users of the grouncis but which is

itself wholly beyond the control of the designer. Some-
times these exterior objects are of even greater impor-

tance than all the grounds upon which the gardener has

to work. This might be the case with a small plot of

ground lying next the ocean. In such an extreme case

the intelligent gardener will seek to make his entire

work contribute to enhance the beauty or effectiveness

of the chief though exterior view. This means, of

course, that all his effects shall be subordinate to the

principal interest. It would be a blameworthy act to

place anything in the garden which would draw atten-

tion to itself and away from the outside view. In any

case he will have careful regard to these exterior views,

and will arrange his groupings so as to avail himself of

whatever extraneous beauties may be at hand. This, of

course, means the leaving of open vistas along well

chosen lines. The lines which are thus to be left open,

as well as all the long vistas or perspectives which are to

be preserved inside the grounds, should be marked first

on the engrossed plans, and as the plans are developed

on the paper all obstructions may be kept off them.

Again, when the plans are being worked out on the

grounds these open lines should be carefully marked

and the plantings kept from crowding upon them.



CHAPTEE VII.

riHARACTER—IROPRIETT.

Two qualities usually distinguish professional from
amateur productions—simplicity and breadth of treatment.

Ed. Andr&.

L'espressione esagerata o negletta ronstituisce.

due difetti oppositi, il barocco. ed il secco o fred«io,tra 1

quail precede amabile la semplicita. F. Carlolano.

Character is the most elusive quality of all those

with which we deal. Almost all writers on gardening

have talked more or less of character, assuming it as a

quality, but never approaching a definition or an expla-

nation. Thomas Wlieatley did, in fact, long ago intro-

duce a chapter "Of Character" into his remarkably

clear analytical outline ; but the chapter treated of sub-

jects quite different from those discussed here. If I

may venture on the dangerous experiment of a provi-

sional definition, I will say that I intend to suggest by

the term character those more delicate distinctions in

the general method of treatment, sucii as may mark one

composition from another, even of the same general

style. Wo understand clearly what is meant by char-

acter in a man or woman, and I should like to transfer

this notion undisturbed to use in the descriptions of

gardens. It is a common saying that the face of such
and such an acquaintance is pretty but it lacks charac-

ter. It is perfectly conceivable that a garden might bo

faultless in the unity and the harmony of its appoint-

ments, with everything beautiful and appropriate withal,

and yet lack chai-aeter.

In different words, we might say that character is

the personal impress of the designer. Thus we would
never expect a poem of pure and lofty character to flow

0-2
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from a wicked heart. We would not expect a painting

of great power to originate in a dull, unsensitive mind.

No more can we hope to see vigor and dignity displayed

in a garden designed by a weak and puerile author. In

this close and proper connection of the character of the

garden with the character of its designer we may per-

haps more clearly understand its present signification.

Certain terms are commonly associated in criticism

of gardens, such as simplicity, dignity, boldness, and
others. These I take to represent different types of

character. I think this is the use commonly made by
those who apply them to art compositions, even though
those who use them thus have never stopped to general-

ize under any common term the qualities expressed.

These terms, simplicity, dignity and boldness, are suf-

ficiently suggestive of certain characters. This list is

not intended to be complete, for, theoretically at least,

there may be an indefinite variety of charactei-. The
term complexity is added to the list only because it

seems to be implied in simplicity. Perhaps elaborate-

ness would be preferred to complexity as a term for a

more careful classification.

Between the terms propriety and appropriateness it

is hard to choose the better. The latter is the more

explicit in its suggestions, but the former has the advan-

tage of brevity and of good associations, which I think

ought to be operative in our criticisms of taste in gar-

dening. For as we inquire whether this or that social

appointment is marked by strict propriety, so ought we
to criticise the items of the gardener's work. It must

be said that such criticism is sorely needed, and that

many gardeners of some reputation seem never to have

reflected that such a test as propriety can be applied to

their work. Our American cemeteries are often striking

exemplifications of this statement. In them one con-

tinually meets objects of such childish conception, such
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incongruous effect or such gaudy color, as to jar on

nerves of any appreciative sensitiveness. Much has

recently been said and written on the subject of ceme-

tery ornamentation, and we may assume that we are on

the way to inculcate a better taxte in this respect.

Although every tenent of gardening art is habitually vio-

lated in our cemeteries, the most common and disagree-

able violations are doubtless instances of disregard for

propriety. The matters introduced are not appropriate

to the place.

But this is only a single class of improprieties, and
is mentioned chiefly for illustration. Propriety is a

universal test. Every object and group of objects must
submit to it. Thus we would often consider an aviary,

or a zoological collection, or a suite of dog kennels inad-

missible in a garden because they were inappropriate to

the surroundings, even though they might be in them-
selves beautiful and interesting.

I wish to speak here again of a particular class of

improprieties to which I have already alluded, namely,
the prominent display of monstrous or deformed horti-

cultural specimens. Deformity and monstrosity have a
strange fascination to uncultured minds ; and there is

no more unequivocal testimony to a general poverty of

cultivated taste in gardening than tlie constantly recur-

ring sight of such disfigurements in the gardens of peo-

ple whose houses are furnished inside with scrupulous

taste and propriety. It is surpassingly strange that the

city resident, who has room between liis house and the

street for only a single specimen, will choose for that

position the one plant which offers the most blemishes,

as though iEsop were better to look upon than Apollo.

The commonest vagary of tins sort is the little weeping
tree, in which the writhing agonies of one monstrous
variety are grafted on the top of some straight, cour-

ageous stock for belter exhibition. As one passes along
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a residence street in almost any town seeking something

in the gardens to admire, how often must he decide that

this and that plant was used for its striking incongrui-

ties, rather than for its special appropriateness. It

seems to the present scribe that propriety is the one

thing to be chiefly studied by that large and needy class

of Americans who have houses of their own with small

grounds attached. 5



CHAPTER Vlll.

FIKISH.

Both ricliness and polisii will, to a certain extent, be the

result of keeping. . . . Extreme thinness of plants in

beds skirting a lawn, an inferior order of pianls in the neigh-
borhood of tlie house or by Ihe sides of tlie grass glades, and
the use of commonplace or uncongenial ornaments, are
inconsistent with richness. Edward Kemp.

No one will have read so far as this chapter without

having observed the outline which the text attempts to

follow. As indicated in that outline, it has been con-

ceived that there are five distinct artistic qualities, in

which any ornamental j)lanting may be good or bad.

These are unity, variety, character, propriety and finish.

These are all in some degree essential ; but it will strike

the reader at once that they are not all equally impor-

tant. Those things which are here included under the

unsatisfactory term "finish," are not of such paramount
ard continual necessity as those discussed under unity,

for instance. And yet one may understand, without

puzzling, that any sort of an art composition may
answer all the requirements thus far set forth, and yet

fail to yield a due satisfaction because it lacks a pains-

taking finish. Besides, one may note this defect in

the concrete only too easily among pictures, books or

landscapes.

In gardening, finish means several things, some of

which we may designate here. In the first place, it

requires good specimens. All the plants employed must
be good of their kind

; the minor groups must be good
;

and the masses must be good. The individual plants

must be excellent in proportion to their conspicuousness.

If a single specimen of some i-are and striking species
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stand in a prominent place, it cannot be permitted to

wear a decrepit, unthrifty, untidy appearance. But
besides this, it should have positive excellence to its

credit. It should be a plant worth seeing, not merely

as a botanical curiosity, but as an example of nature's

best work.

Good care is required to keep trees thrifty, to keep

plants growing vigorously and luxuriantly. Cultivation

and manure are needed. Pruning must be done.

Crowded clumps must be thinned out. Sheared trees

must be kept sheared, and mowed lawns must be kept

mowed.. The walks and drives must be kept graded

and surfaced and free from weeds. Buildings must be

kept painted, and fences put together and standing

straight. And dozens of similar matters demand con-

stant attention, or directly the finish of the composition

is marred and its whole effectiveness diminisiied.

Perhaps cleanliness is only a matter of good care
;

but it sometimes happens that a gardener becomes so

absorbed in taking good care of his shrubs and flower

beds that he forgets the general cleanliness of his

grounds. In public parks the lawns and walks rapidly

become littered with papers and rubbish of all sorts,

and this may quickly reach such a point as to interfere

seriously with the satisfaction of the park habitues. In

tlie farm yard, where good attempts at ornamental gar-

dening are often made, a proper regard for cleanliness

would suggest that a wheelbarrow should not be left

standing in front of the house unused for a week, and

that chicken coops, dog kennels, grindstones and other

agricultural paraphernalia should be put behind the

main dwelling house, or at least kept off the lawn.

On any grounds more or less litter is bound to accu-

mulate, and this may readily amount to enough to spoil

the best studied effect of unity, variety, character and

propriety.
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Yet after the landscape gardener has done every-

thing within his power, has gathered the last item of

horticultural excellence, and has disposed of it with the

artist's happiest effect, he is still dependent, in a very

great measure, on the favor of the unmanageable ele-

ments for the pleasure he may give his patrons. No
one will see a delicately penciled sky line or a softly

harmonized background through a blinding dust storm;

and a bed of finest roses is apt to look very sorry and

drabbled in the midst of a cold rain. Differences in

sunshine, light and atmosphere make very surprising

differences in the effect of certain views ; and as far as

possible, all this should be taken into account by the

gardener when he makes his plan.

And besides the modifying influence which light

and atmosphere exercise on landscape views, they are

themselves often a very important part of the picture.

Who cares to look at anything else on a day when an

early, feathery snow fills the buoyant atmosphere with a

delightful, softening, luminous, hush-compelling haze?

And sometimes there are clouds and a sunset as beauti-

ful as the woods or as sublime as the ocean. These do

not belong to the gardener, but they may fit into his

picture, and enhance the pleasure which it gives ; and

shall he not appropriate whatever of them he can ?

Everyone knows that the landscape painter spends his

chiefest pains to give accurate representations and stir-

ring suggestions of light and atmosphere ; but the land-

scape gardener has the real commodities in unmeasured,

ever-shifting variety. Let him make all possible use of

them, and if the elements are commonly unpropitious,

as they are in some countries, he may have his proper

doubts about the practicability of undertaking any gar-

dening plans at all. Fortunately almost every country,

whatever its shortcomings, has some good qualities of

climate which may be studied and turned to advantage.



PART III.

General Problems.





CHAPTEE IX.

ENTRANCES, DRIVES AND WALKS.

For an approach to be good there must be an easy turn-in

from the high road; the grade within the gate must be as

uniform and as gentle as possible; there must be no sharp
turns; . . the house must be well displayed to advanc-
ing eyes; and the line of gravel must not so intersect the

ground as to interfere with a beautiful arrangement of its

parts, or to be itself a disagreeable object when seen from
the house. Mrs, Van Hensselaer,

The orator takes great pains that his exordiura shall

be at once a fitting introduction to his oration and cal-

culated to win the favor of his audience. The composer

of an opera gives special care to. his overture, endeavor-

ing to introduce the best themes of the subsequent score,

and to make an agreeable impression on his hearers. In

the same way, when a landscape gardener plans a con-

siderable picture he tries to arrange it so that the

approaching visitor shall get not only a prejudice in its

favor, but also a fair suggestion of its character. Among
farmers who try to arrange their homes tastefully, and

among people who have summer residences in the coun-

try, the importance of an appropriate approach is quite

generally felt. In some other lines of work,—park-

making, for example,—it is sometimes underestimated.

When the grounds are of any considerable size there

ought to be an adequate (undefined) entrance area.

The entrance is of some importance in itself, and other

items in its immediate neighborhood may best be made
subordinate to it. Usually this area will be more or less

enlarged by being recessed from the outside. This

emphasizes the entrance, makes it seem more hospitably

inviting, gives room for a carriage turn, etc. Usually
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there will be a gateway of some sort ; and if the vicinity,

outside or inside, is full of buildings, the design of the

entrance will probably be architectural in its main fea-

tures. There is such an infinite variety of architectural

ideas to be worked out for such places that no general

suggestions can be made. For country places, where

the entrance is made among purely natural surround-

ings, considerably less of architectural effect is permissi-'

ble. Some very simple, substantial stone work is usually

best. Downing, and the people of his day, always

affected '"rustic"

work—poles with the

bark on— for such

places ; and though

these sometimes give

a satisfactory result

they are much less in

vogue at the present.

It is quite cus-

tomary to make tlie

turn-in, especially on

moderate sized places, at right angles with the exterior

highway. While this arrangement is often best, it

might be greatly improved, in many eases, by substitut-

ing a less abrupt turn. The main drive may frequently

be arranged to leave the public way very gently at an

acute angle.

From the entrance to the house or other main point

of interest the drive should proceed as directlv as j^ossi-

ble, and still be gracefully curved. Its course and

direction will be modified chiefly by the contour of the

ground. Sharp elevations or depressions must be alike

avoided, by carrying the drive around them ; but the

grade of the drive must be compromised sometimes with

the course to be adopted, and nothing will take the

place of good judgment in doing this. The curve should

FIG. 19. STREET ENTRANCE.
Destination iinrevealed.
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be gentle and not winding. It should reveal something
new at each turn. The best view of the house should be

carefully treated. Its own effect should be reserved to

it, and not squandered on a half dozen unimpressive and
inadequate views. If the drive gives one good view, the

poor views ought to be hidden by plantings or by the

course of the road.

For very large and stately mansions, or in compar-
atively small grounds, the approach may be straight and
lead directly to the front of the main building. Such
an arrangement lends dignity to a building which is in

itself imposing. Such an avenue of approach is usually

planted with rows of trees. Other drives, besides the

/
FIG. 20. ENTRANCE TO A MILITARY PARK, VERMONT.

main approach, may be treated in the same general way
as walks.

Walks and subsidiary drives must be provided where

people want to walk or where they expect to drive.

Neither is artistic in itself. Every foot of walk or drive

is a trouble, an expense, and usually a distinct detraction

from the artistic beauty of the place. They should, then,

be designed to fit the actual demands of traffic about the

place. The most practicable thing is often to await the

most explicit call for a walk. When a path begins to

appear through the grass, the need of a walk is manifest

and its general direction pretty accurately indicated.

Gentle curves are better than straight lines, for

walks, except upon small places or in a geometrical
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plan. These curves must be determined by the exercise

of good taste and Judgment, on the ground. A design

made on paper is apt to be very unsatisfactory when
transferred to tlie soil, unless it is made by an experi-

enced hand from an accurate topographical survey.

Even then it may not fit. Curves made up of arcs of

circles are not very satisfactory, unless the arcs are com-

paratively short and judiciously combined. If a road is

properly made, only a very short arc will be visible from

any point; and this enables the designer, when working

on the ground, to make many curves and combinations

of curves which would be decidedly uujileasing when
accurately platted on a map.

When a walk or a drive branches, each arm should

take such a course as to appear to be the proper contin-

FIG. 21. DIVERGING DRIVES.
a, Correct, b, Wrong.

nation of the trunk. Imagine how one arm would look

with the other removed. Would it still be complete ?

Would the whole seem to be the perfectly natural course

for the walk ? Such bifurcations should not be at too

obtuse an angle ; and yet this angle of divergence is of

quite minor importance if the foregoing consideration is

kept fully in mind.

Where several drives or walks meet, upon demand,

a suitable concourse must be provided, for at such points

there is always apt to be a congestion of trafific. The
size and form of this concourse is determined solely bv

circumstances. Sometimes such a spot commands some
specially fine view. The place may be treated, then,

with direct rc<;ard to the outlook. When no desirable
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external view is to be exhibited, the concourse area may
have a sijecial treatment of its own. It may be flanked

by heavy plantings on part of its circumference, with

open vistas left at the most favorable points. Or, if

near a building, as is frequently the case, it may be

treated as an outlying part of the architect's work, and

made to conform to it in shape and ornamentation.

Walks mast be well drained, but should not rise

above the adjacent soil surface. Neither should they be

depressed much, if any, below it, except for the neces-

sary gutter at the edges. The practical construction of

walks and drives is a matter of immense importance,

but it belongs rather to engineering than to landscape

gardening, and besides, there is not room here for a dis-

cussion of it. The principal artistic demands have,

however, been pointed out.



CHAPTEE X.

THE PLANTING OF STREETS AND AVEXUES.

The villages of New England, looking at their sylvan
charms, are as beautiful as any in the world. Tlieir archi-

tecture is simple and unpretending,—often, indeed, meager
and unworthy of notice. The houses are surrounded by
inclosures full of trees and shrubs, with space enough to

afford comfort, and ornament enougli to denote taste. But
tlie main street of the village is an avenue of elms, posi-

tively delightful to behold. Always wide, the overreacliing

boughs form an aisle more grand and beautilul than that of

any old Gothic cathedral. A. J. Jhnrning.

We have already alluded to the treatment of streets,

saying that streets and avenues, since they manifestly

follow geometrical lines, demand a formal treatment.

And this formality ought to go further than the mere
alignment of the trees. It is still more important that

the various trees should be of the same species and of

the same age and uniformly developed. Not enough
pains is commonly taken to secure these desiderata.

One can easily satisfy himself by his own observations

anywhere in the United States that, while street trees

are nearly always planted in orderly rows, it is the some-

what rare exception to find a row of really good and
uniform specimens. Such uniformity is not easy to

secure, especially when its importance is not understood

at the outset. The only advice which can be given is to

exercise great care in jjlanting and the utmost vigilance

during the early years of development.

An explanation of frequent cases of unsatisfactory

growth of young street trees is to be sought in the inad-

equate feeding given them. If they grow close to the

street on one side and to a paved walk or row of build-
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ii:gs on the other, their roots must of course ramify for

many feet underneath these surface obstructions. Aside

from this the soil is apt to be of the poorest. It is

hardly to be expected, in such circumstances, that a

thrifty growth can be secured without something being

done to offset these drawbacks. Liberal supplies of fer-

tilizers, especially potash salts and nitrates, ought to be

worked into the soil whenever the surface is accessible.

It is a good plan to set street trees rather close

together in the beginning, and to thin them as they

grow and begin to crowd. This plan, however, demands
very conscientious attention to the thinning, for some-

times it is a matter of considerable heroism to cut out

strong, thrifty trees along the avenue when they are

only beginning to crowd their neighbors just a little.

But any undue procrastination is sure to damage the

survivors very seriously.

The distance between trees in the row will be influ-

enced somewhat by the width of the street. In a wide

street, where there is room enough for the full develop-

ment of each tree, they will be planted farther apai't.

If the street is wide enough, the trees should always

stand between the walk and the curb. It is wide enough

if, from curb to curb, the width is one and a half times

the distance recommended for the trees in the rows.

On a narrower street, trees should stand between the

walk and the buildings or should be dispensed with.

There are many beautiful streets in this country which

support four rows of trees. Such streets should have

the central avenue twice as wide as the distance between

trees in the row ; and the distance between the two

rows on either side should be somewhat less than that

between trees.

If, now, we are seeking a formal effect in our rows

of street trees, it follows that this effect will be empha-
sized by trees which naturally assume somewhat formal
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FIG. 22. A WELL PLANTED hTHl- 1- T.

Koyiil Palms, near Havana.
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shapes. It will not do to press this point too fai', but it

should have careful thought. "We have all seen strik-

ingly beautiful rows of the very formal Lombardy pop-

lar, and the effect of dignity given by an avenue of

palms leaves an impression not to be forgotten.

The American elm is doubtless the commonest
street tree in America. It has many undeniably good

qualities to recommend it. The grounds about Harvard

and Yale could not possibly spare their rows of elms,

and there are hundreds of other streets in all parts of

the country which would be desolate indeed if all the

elms had to go. And yet there are serious objections to

the elm as a street tree, besides the fact that it is often

defoliated by caterpillars of various species, as, indeed,

are many other trees. The elm varies greatly in size

and form, and it is almost impossible to find a long

street of old elms which does not suffer from the sad

lack of uniformity which this variability introduces.

The elm is, also, one of the least formal of our trees,

and so detracts from the unity of the geometrical idea

in street planting. It would be silly to advise planters

to discard the elm altogether; but it will not be too

much to suggest that some other species should always

be duly considered.

The maples are excellent street trees, especially the

sugar maple, and many admirable examples of their

effectiveness are to be found in the northern states.

The sugar maple is a strong, healthy grower, with a

regular, clear-cut outline, and has the advantage of a

very tidy appearance through the winter months. In

southwestern states the soft maple, or silver maple (Acer

dasycarpum), takes the place of the sugar maple, but is

not so good a tree.

The American sycamore is one of our finest street

trees in many situations. Anyone who does not know
how beautiful this species is should study the effects pro-
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duced by it in Washington, especially in the magnificent

avenues just west of the Capitol. The sycamore does

not succeed north of Massachusetts and central New
York, but for the greater part of the United States it is

worth careful consideration.

Other species which are sometimes used with happy

results are honey locust, Kentucky coffee tree, pines

and spruces. There is a most striking and beautiful

avenue of ginkgo trees in Washington leading to the

Department of Agriculture ; and there are some pretty

rows of ailanthus about the Temple square in Salt Lake
City. Occasionally one will find an avenue of oaks, and

if it is a good one there are few trees more satisfactory.

Poplars, especially the cottonwood, are used in the trans-

Mississijipi states, but they are usually a poor makeshift.

It is always very gratifying to find a good street of trees

of an unusual species, and this is a thing which the

street makers might well hold in remembrance.



CHAPTER XI.

WATER, AND ITS TREATMENT.

The water surfaces of a park need more study and care
to malce tlieni appear natural in outline tlian does tlie gen-
eral ground surface of tlie park. John C, Olmsted,

Spaces of clear surface among water plants, with undis-
turbed reflections, are particularly necessary to secure the
best effects. Samuel Parsons, Jr.

The artistic possibilities of any place are almost

doubled with the introduction of a fair amount of water

surface. Water gardening gives room for almost as

rich a variety of plants and plant combinations as does

the open ground. There are still ponds, broad reaches

of river, trickling brooks, playing fountains, and many
other general forms of expression which water may
assume ; and in each case new opportunities are offered

to the plant lover.

The water itself is one of the most effective elements

of any picture. A painted landscape is hardly complete

without a touch of water somewhere. And a public

park would probably be considered seriously deficient

without some kind of a lake. The restful and quieting

influences of rural scenery are peculiarly enhanced by

stretches of still water. The very best effect is gained

when the grounds are so fortunately situated as to give

a good view of a long reach of river, or a broad lake, or

of the ocean. This consideration is so cogent as to

determine the location of a very large proportion of

summer residences. They seem to be gregarious along

the seaside and on all the lake shores. This effective-

ness of water pictures rests upon a primitive human
instinct which has been strengthened rather than
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impaired by the conventions of civilization. For every

reason, then, stress must be laid upon the value of such

water views. They must be sought, preserved and sym-

pathetically displayed.

When the point of view is at the water's edge the

water forms the entire picture,—excepting, of, course,

the background of trees or mountains which' may be

beyond it. But when, as usual, the house, or the path,

or the drive is some distance from the shore, the treat-

ment of the intervening foreground becomes a delicate

and important matter. The gardener who would plant

a coleus bed on the sea beach would properly be sent to

the insane asylum ; but any other gaudy or trivial piece

of work put into the foreground would be as inexcusable.

To give the water best effect the space between it and

the observer should be obstructed the least possible.

Usually it will be in grass. It will be only moderately

undulating. A perfectly flat surface and broken ground

are equally to be avoided. The view should then be set

off at the sides by large trees, if possible. Nothing else

answers quite so well. If they can be arranged so as

to be seen in a long and varied perspective, they will

be the more satisfactory. It is impossible to give an

exact prescription for the treatment of all such cases,

for a good result depends on the tasteful management

of delicate details ; and yet, in the greater number

of these very common water views, the landscape gar-

dener has choice of only a limited number of devices,

the principal considerations of which have here been

pointed out.

The small pond, comprehended entirely within the

grounds under treatment, offers quite another series of

problems. If it is large enougli to give some pictorial

effect, there will naturally be arranged a series of

glimpses and completer views from various advantageous

points, mostly near its banks. These will, however, be
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chiefly glimpses, and are to be treated accordingly,—not

with the same dignity and seriousness which are giyen to

larger views, though in general the plan of treatment

will be a sort of miniature of that already described.

Besides this, the small pond offers wonderful oppor-

tunities for planting. Sedges, cat-tails, lotuses, water

lilies, alders and many other plants are especially suitable

to the banks and shallow water of ponds. Very fine effects

can be arranged with them. The outline of a pond may
be tastefully broken, so that what would otherwise look

like a mere cup in the ground becomes a necessary and

integral part of the whole composition. The grass

should come down to the water in places. In other

parts a fringe of overhanging alders may form the out-

line. Still further along the sedges and cat-tails may
jut far out into the still water. It is hard to spoil such

a picture.

If some of the trees along the pond shore are situ-

ated so as to cast their reflections upon the water, their

effect will be more than doubled. Everyone knows
what a pleasing touch such reflections give to a picture.

But the trees must not be of the unquiet sort, like some

of the willows, always shivering and shimmering in the

breeze, for the pond must be still and the images on its

surface must be still. It is the quietness and peaceful-

ness of such a picture which attract us, and we are very

sensitive of even the slightest interference. And yet

some of the statelier willows, especially the heavier weep-

ing willows, make excellent pond borders. Ash trees,

and sycamores with thorns, and viburnums, and many
more such things, enter helpfully into such effects.

The small rivulet does not seem to enjoy the favor

which its comparative merits would justify. It cannot

become a part of the same sedate and serious pictures

which depend so much on large sheets of water ; but it

has an equal degree of efliciency in its own way. When
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the landscape approaches that character which Andre
calls "gay,"* nothing can be more appropriate than

the glancing, glimmering, vanishing, changing glimpses

of running water in a small brook. Such a brook should

be wooded, and among the trees should be locse tangles

of vines, shrubbery, brambles and brakes. Eocky imped-

iments in the bed of the brook, if the character of the

ground will justify them, give little, tinkling cascades

where the sunlight flashes. Here and there a calmer

pool may grow some rushes or lily pads. And every

turn gives a change of view, and every change of view a

new delight.

A good brook offers, indeed, a multitude of oppor-

tunities for delightful landscape gardening. It is unfor-

tunate that such opportunities are sometimes wholly

neglected.

*"Le genre gat on riant. . . . s'appliqne gfe^ralement k des
scfeiies champetres, ]iastorales, doucement anim^es, valines, qui con-
stituent la grande niajovitt^ des cadres dans lesquels le talent du des-

sinatetir est appelti k s'exercer."—Andr^, L'Art des Jardins, 138.



CHAPTEE XIL

THE CITT OR SUBUKBAN LOT.

The (act is, the easiest way to spoil a good lawn is to put
a iiower bed on it; and the most effective way to show off

flowers to least advantage is to plant them in a bed in the
greensward. L. H. Bailey.

In the planting of city and suburban residence

grounds there seems to be the largest field for improve-

ment ill this country. One sees in such places more

exhibitions of execrable bad taste than anywhere else, to

be sure ; but such things indicate the willingness and

the energy to do something, and taste often improves as

work goes on. Those people who own their grounds in

the towns and suburban districts are the truest home
lovers in the nation ; and as a class they have the means,

the desire and the taste,—often uneducated in this par-

ticular line,—for home improvement. Still there is

much too little done in the way of gardening or of any

tasteful amelioration of the grounds.

While the housebuilder gladly puts $3,000 or $20,000

into his house, he regards $50 or $100 as ample outlay

for the ornamentation of the surrounding grounds.

And while he is sure to employ an architect and pay

him $100 to $500 for planning the house, he does not

think of consulting a landscape gardener to design the

surfacings and plantings, but leaves such things to the

cheap day laborer who mows the lawn or takes care of

the stable. These things make it obvious that the gen-

tle art of gardening has not yet gained a proper appre-

ciation from all those who should be its votaries.

The first great question to be decided, in laying out

the grounds of a moderato-sized city home, is whether
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a fine effect from the street shall be sought, or a com-

fortable outdoor privacy be secured to the residents.

On large grounds both these desiderata may be secured
;

but on small lots one must be sacrificed. The good, old

fashioned English style of securing privacy in small

places,—a method adopted by many citizens of a former

period in America,—is to have a thick, high hedge all

along the front. One still sees numbers of such hedges

of arbor vitse, or privet, or mulberry, completely screen-

ing the house and grounds from the street. Such an

arrangement has its very simple and substantial advan-

tages, and if it is to be adopted there is no further advice

to be given, except to choose a thrifty species for the

hedge and keep it cleaned and well pruned.

A practicable modification of this method, but one

not often seen, is to plant a somewhat irregular screen

of mixed trees and shrubs and herbaceous materials.

Such a screen can be arranged in the same general way

as an ordinary border planting, except that it will usu-

ally face in two directions. This will shield the com-

pany on the lawn from the passers along the street, and

will, at the same time, give opportunity for the intro-

duction of an indefinite variety of ornamental plants,

some of which are visible from the street and some from

the house and lawn.

But a great many people do not live much on the

lawn, or prefer for other reasons to make the grounds a

setting for the house in such a way that the whole shall

give the best possible effect from the street. In such

cases there come into play all the principles of taste

which govern gardening anywhere. As in other garden-

ing operations, unity is most to be regarded. It is often

violated to excess. Many city gardens are only aggrega-

tions of unrelated and incompatible features picked up
here and yonder because they struck the passing fancy

of the collector. A good plan should be made and fol-
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lowed. This plan should be upon very simple lines,

—

the simpler as the grounds are smaller. It is here, more

than elsewhere, imperative that the center of the lawn

in front of the house be kept open. If the grounds are

small, the space will seem to be increased by placing the

house at one side and comparatively far from the street.

And then, if it may be done without sacrificing the

appearance of directness, the front walk may also be car-

ried to one side, leaving the main lawn intact and very

much augmented in its apparent extent. The plantings

are then made in irregular borders along the sides of

the lot and at the back, with more or fewer herbs and

shrubs and climbers against the porches and the founda-

tions of the house itself, according to its architectural

character. Mistakes specially to be avoided in such a

scheme of treatment are formal flower beds in the lawn,

detached shrubs, horticultural monstrosities of all sorts,

conspicuous edgings along walks, noticeably imperfect

specimens of any kind, etc.

So far we have considered the treatment of the city

residence lot in accordance with the natural style of

gardening. Circumstances are often such as to make a

geometrical treatment even more desirable. In fact,

the tendency in this country is so strong toward the

natural method of planting that many excellent oppor-

tunities for fine effects in the opposite method are

ignored. The prospective planter of small grounds,

who has not yet formed decided preferences for the nat-

ural style, is strongly recommended to bring himself to

the clearest possible appreciation of the beauties and

capabilities of the geometrical style before he commits

himself to any particular plan.

In treatingthe small city lot according to the for-

mal style, the ground is first laid out in purely geomet-

rical lines. There are straight walks, and rectangular

or circular areas for grass or plants ; and if terraces are
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necessary, they are laid out so that their lines form a

part of the general framework. Then the hedges which

are to be clipped, the formal flower beds, and the

other accessories of this style of gardening are filled in

upon the plan, according to the principles laid down in

Chapter III.

Special caution must be given the suburban resident

and amateur gardener against planting too much of too

many things. Everyone knows how easy it is to over-

furnish a room ; but few realize how much easier it is to

over-furnish a lawn. The flower-loving suburban gar-

dener wants everything in the nurseryman's catalog;

and such an appetite is a blessing only when properly

restrained. Perhaps it will be an acceptable hint to say

that more things may be grown in tasteful arrangement

within a small compass by close planting of herbaceous

or semi-herbaceous annuals and perennials in irregular

borders, than by any system of bedding or nursery

crowding such as is commonly practiced on small places.

Many diverse sorts of plants thus forced into company
give a fine example of the universal struggle for exist-

ence, and of the mutual adaj)tations to which such an

encounter gives rise. The nasturtiums will clamber up
the strong stems of the sunflowers ; the petunias will

look out from under the castor beans, and the verbenas

from under the petunias ; the yellow coreopsis will min-

gle freely with the blue pentstemons, and over all will

tower the hollyhocks, the heleniums and the rudbeckias.

Give them plenty of food, an abundance of water,

and constant, sympathetic interest, and how they will

grow, and what a jolly place it will be ! This is where

many a successful business man recruits, all summer
long, his flagging energies by daily relaxation among his

shrubs and flowers and family.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE ORNAMENTATION OF FARMYARDS.

We would have the cottage, the farmhouse and the larger
country honse, all marked by a somewhat distinctive char-
acter of their own, so far as relates to making them com-
plete and individual of their kind ; and believintr, as we do,
that the beauty and force of every true man's life or occu-
pation depend largely on his pursuing it frankly, honestly,
openly, with all the individuality of his character, we would
have his house and home help lo give significance to, and
dignify, that daily life and occupation, by harmonizing with
them. For tliis reason we think the farmer errs when he
copies the filigree work of the retired citizen's cottage,

instead of showing that rustic strength and solidity in his

house wliich are its true elements of interest and beauty.
A. J. Downing.

Everyone mu.st some time have felt a shock at com-

ing upon a city house in the country. Such houses are,

fortunately, rare ; but they are not unknown. There

will be the house of complicated architecture, with

gables, and porticoes and loggias, and porte-cochere
;

and there will be all the other accompaniments to give

a thoroughly urban air to the whole place. And most

persons will feel instinctively what an impropriety

such a composition presents. The country house must

have a thoroughly rural air. The owner has hardly

the choice of any other plan. And to give a rural

atmosphere some sort of naturalistic treatment of the

grounds will be necessary.

This naturalistic treatment, on account of the con-

siderations already hinted at, ought to be on a compar-

atively large scale. This is usually possible, for the

farm can commonly spare whatever room is required for

the homestead and its immediate dependencies. In

those rather too common cases in which the house and
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gardens are of mean extent or are crowded into the high-

way, the trouble has arisen, not through parsimony of

room, but simply through thoughtlessness of the needs

of the farm home. A farmhouse ought to have plenty

of room ; and if the grounds have already been laid out

so as not to leave ample space, the best thing that can

be done is to reconstruct them altogether, or so far as

may be necessary to gain a free and roomy farmyard.

A farmhouse ought to be comparatively remote

from the road. The distance will vary according to the

hight of the house, the slope of the land, the taste of

the builder, and other circumstances ; but the distance

ought not to be less than three times the hight of the

house, or more if the ground slopes upward from the

street. If the house is put some distance back into the

grounds, as is sometimes very desirable, and has an

approach of its own, the main view of the house ought

still to be given at a distance something greater than

three times the hight of the house.

This is not a work on architecture, but it may not

be out of place to make a few brief suggestions respect-

ing the farmhouse itself. Generally some very simple

plan of architecture is to be preferred. A sharp or

much broken roof is especially to be avoided. Porches

ought to be wide, and their floors not high from the

ground, especially if the place be level. City dwellers

afEect high porches and second-story balconies for the

sake of the privacy they give ; but privacy is more easily

secured on a farm. Country houses are often painted

white, and sometimes the result is fairly agreeable.

Usually some other color will give a better effect, how-
ever,—some slaty, or grayish, or other neutral shade,

—

for white surfaces mar the rurality of the general effect.

A farmyard without some large shade trees is a very

unsatisfactory affair. This needs hardly to be men-
tioned. The more common evil is an over-indulgence of
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this craving for shade trees ; and there are many houses

badly shadowed and shut in, and many yards cramped

and crowded by twice or thrice the number of large

trees which the place ought to support. The ax is the

remedy for such cases. The remedy is, indeed, very

hard to apply to trees which have become old friends,

but the improvement will be worth all the sorrow which

comes with it. The best way of all is to make such

thinnings very much earlier in the development of the

FIG. 27. SUGGESTION FOR A FAEMYARD.

ctaa, Sugar maples; 6 6, shrubbery ; c, climbers on porcli ; rf.hawthorn;

e e, elms ; /, basswood or liorse-cliestnut; g ff, sycamores.

grounds, and then there is likely to be much less grief

in the family.

To produce the rural, naturalistic effect here recom-

mended, there should be a liberal use of shrubs. And
for the most part, the common native shrubs of the

woods and fields are much superior to the finest exotics.

Those things which are so common as to be slightingly

passed by are often the very best. Buck-berries, snow-

berries, alders, elders, dogwoods, wild roses, the flower-
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ing raspberry, and many others which are always ready

to the hand, should be planted in profusion. If they

prove to be too thick, they may be thinned out as they

grow ; but it is Tery seldom that such a necessity arises.

Of course, many of the nurseryman's shrubs are well

' worth having, and may be added as occasion requires

and means permit.

In connection with shrubs, a great many hardy

perennials may be used to advantage. These are more

fully discussed in another place. Annual flowering

plants are not very useful or appropriate in the ordinary

front yard, though they may be grown in any quantity

in the side borders if desired. Such flowering plants

are usually grown for the blossoms themselves rather

than for anything they contribute to the general effect

;

and their end is then best served if they can be culti-

vated in a separate garden plot, behind the house or at

one side, enclosed somewhere, or in connection with the

kitchen garden. In this latter situation they are likely

to receive better culture and more fertilizer, and to give

correspondingly larger crops of finer blossoms.

A fence about the farmyard is frequently a positive

necessity, but it need not be a whitewashed picket fence.

The less conspicuous it be, the better ; and some sort of

hedge, of arbor vitae, holly, privet, or similar materials,

is much to be preferred. The plan shown in Fig.

27, for a farmyard, is offered merely as a suggestion,

and should not be copied. The chief features to which
attention should be directed are the open space in front

of the house, the limited number of large trees, and the

shrubbery at the sides.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE AMELIORATION OF SCHOOL GROUNDS.

"We have an ideal picture, that refreshes our imagina-
tion, of common sclioolliouses scattered all over our wide
coun try, not wild bedlams which seem to the traveler plague
spots on the fair country landscape, but little nests of ver-
dure and beauty; embryo Arcadias, that beget lastes for
lovely gardens, neat houses and "well cultivated lands.

A. J. Downing.

It would seem as though, the grounds about a school

building stood iu special need of such means of refine-

ment as trees and shrubs. But we know how often,

especially in the cities, they have not the room even for

green grass.

But supposing we have one of those fortunate subur-

ban or rural schools, whose founders have had the fore-

sight and the benevolence to reserve for it some more

adequate grounds, what can Ave do in the way of orna-

mentation ? Obviously, fancy gardening with expensive

plants is out of the question. Something simple must

be undertaken, and usually something inexpensive.

If the circumstances of soil and climate and the attendance

of the school will permit its maintenance, a good turf is

most to be desired. But in many places this will be

tramped to pieces ; and then some sort of paving ought

to be provided,—gravel, or sand or stone.

If a school yard can have a few large trees they will

always be greatly prized by everyone. Their value is so

great that, in places having the room, very considerable

pains should be taken to supply them. Usually it is

best to plant the largest trees possible. Thousands of our

American schools celebrate an Arbor day. Usually the

trees planted on such occasions are considerable in num-
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ber, but iuconsiderable in size. Most of them succumb
to various casualties before the end of term time, and the

remainder die of neglect during vacation. If the same

work were applied to the planting of one or two large

trees,—twelve, fifteen or twenty feet high, with suffi-

ciently good roots,—the chances of success, under the

circumstances, would be greater.

Shrubs can be used to advantage on school grounds

along back boundaries, especially against fences. Good,

thrifty native species, like dogwood, hawthorn, and

even the wild bramble, will add greatly to the looks of

the premises by relieving them of that cheerless, depress-

ing barrenness which too commonly characterizes the

schoolhouse lot. Attention will need be given that

such shrubbery borders do not become unsightly by the

accumulation of litter, but no other special care or cul-

tivation will be required.

One often hears it argued, how nice and proper it

would be to grow flowering plants and plants of eco-

nomic interest on the school grounds. There is a very

sufficient multitude of reasons why this is seldom possi-

ble, but the idea is admirable and one to be encour-

aged. If such good things seem to be within reach, the

garden beds will best be put along the back and side

borders. It is possible in such situations, and under

favorable conditions, to cultivate narrow beds, laid out

in a manner to be out of the way of most of the romp-

ing play which occupies the main grounds. But for all

such plantings the hardy perennials are to be recom-

mended above the annuals, other things being equal.

The great difficulties in the way ought not to

deter school boards, teachers and patrons from using

their best efforts to ameliorate, as much as possible, the

uninviting blankness of the ordinary school grounds,

especially in view of the very manifest desirability of

such improvoniont.



CHAPTER XV.

SOMETHING ABOUT PUBLIC PARKS.

Contact with and contemplation of natural scenery,

especially of pastoral scenery, bring positive refreshment
to the mind. Green pastures and si ill waters now, as in the

days of the Hebrew poet, restore tlie soul. This is a funda-

mental truth, and, therefore, it has profound practical

importance. ir. A. Stiles.

It is a mistake to suppose that the value of charming
natural scenery lies wholly in the inducement wliich it pre-

sents to a change of mental occupations, exercise and air-

taking. Besides and above this, it acts in a strictly remedial
way to enable men to resist the iiarmful influences of ordi-

nary town life. ... It is thus a sanative agent of vital

importance. S". L. Olmsted.

There seems to be a very considerable misapprehen-

sion and inappreciatioii of the uses of a public park.

In fact, a majority of people would probably say, if

pressed to express their true feelings, that, personally,

they could do very well without the parks. Parks and

public gardens are generally felt to be a luxury, and

suitable for the edification chiefly of people of leisure.

On second thought, however, anyone must see the mis-

takenness of such views, though it is still very difficult

to demonstrate the practical utility of public parks to

the skeptic.

First of all, city parks have been likened to lungs,

which help to purify the air and so make breathing less

hazardous. Those who know how difficult it is in the

city to get pure water or pure air will know how real

such a benefit is. Perhaps the country visitor, who is

used to clean air with plenty of oxygen in it, is most

oppressed by the snuffy, dusty, filthy stuff he has to

breathe when occasionally he comes to town. But such

9i)
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air is doubtless quite as harmful to those who are accns-

tomed to it as to those who notice it more. It must be

regarded as a prolific source of disease. Such air, how-

ever, when it has room to circulate, purifies itself with

comparative rapidity ; and the usefulness of even a small

open space may extend to a considerable circumference.

The public park ofPers the only outdoor recreation

room lor very large numbers of city dwellers. This is

not the place, nor is it necessary here, to argue that the

hurried, worried city population stands in great need of

such rest and recreation. It may be regarded as self-

evident. One who looks about in any city park on any

reasonably fair day will find how large a number of peo-

ple have felt such a need ; and he is much more likely

to conclude that hundreds of others should have come
to the park, than to think that those whom he sees have

no business there. If one thinks about such things

while he is in the park and sees the mothers with their

babies, the girls and boys picnicking, the young people

on their bicycles, the families in carriages, and the hun-

dreds of others of every age and estate relaxing from
the stress of ordinary care, he must conclude that these

people get some good out of it, which, in the sum total,

makes a rich interest on the park investment.

By far the most important purpose which the park

serves, however, is that of mental sanitation. The
merest novice in city living knows how wearing upon
the mind, and upon the nerve centers generally, are

the din and hurry and unrest from which no one has

immunity. When continually exposed to such condi-

tions, the mind and the senses become dulled and
dimmed by the multitude of offensive impressions which.

they are obliged to bear. The senses need rest and the

mind needs renovation. The man who does not bathe

his body once a week is not thought respectable
;
yet no

one blames him for letling his intellect go uncleansed
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for the space of a year. But as the mind responds much
more quickly than the body to its environment, it

demands the more frequent and thorough restoration.

Many minds need thorough ablution,—disinfection.

Every mind needs frequent rest and clarification. For
these purjjoses nothing is better than rural scenery,

quiet, and clean air. The quiet woodland shade, the

cool greensward, the budding and blossoming flowers,

have a powerfully refreshing influence which is felt by

everyone, but underestimated by most of us. The prob-

lem of modern city life seems to be less the development

of bodily perfections, than keeping the mind keyed up
to the highest point of efficiency ; and in the solution of

that problem the oi^en park ground must always prove a

very important quantity.

If, now, we inquire how the best artistic effect is to

be realized in the development of municipal parks, we
have opened a most difficult and im2)ortant question.

Under the usual democratic method of management, an

artistic success is in the highest degree improbable. We
have already familiarized ourselves, in a previous chap-

ter, with the primacy of the demand for unity in land-

scape composition. We have seen how necessary it is

that one mind, disembarrassed of all extraneous influ-

ences, shall create one coherent plan which shall ever

after be strictly followed. And yet the ordinary way is

to do these things by legislation ! Even after a park is

fully established in some fair degree of completeness it

must still suffer alterations with each change in the

board of aldermen.

All this is not meant as an argument against dem-

ocratic city government, but to point out clearly the

tremendous difficulty of securing good landscape garden-

ing in public parks, and to show how imperative it is

that every means be taken to secure continuity and sta-

bility of park management. There is, of course, no
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argument to be brought against the demands of "prac-

tical politics
; " but in those cases, not unknown, where

common sense still has a hearing, there is yet hope for

an intelligent treatment of this important question.

There are places in this country where park superintend-

ents have a fairly satisfactory tenure of office, and where

they are allowed to manage, more or less, the develop-

ment of park plans. There is an increasing tendency to

employ competent landscape gardeners in the formation

of parks, and other cheering signs combine to color our

FIG. 28. THE IDE.4I, PARK.

Rest, refreshment ami inspiration in every feature. Prospect Park'
Brooklyn,

hope for a steady imiwovement of park management
along with the improvement of public taste.

AVhen we consider the purposes of a public park as

set forth above, we Mill see at once why the natural

method of gardening best subserves them, and why they

are the better fulfilled the more natural and pronounc-

edly rural the treatment is. Quietness, restfulness.

simplicity, are the most desirable qualities. And this

emphasizes the inappropriatencss of pattern bedding, of
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loud color designs, and of all the tricks, intricacies,

extravagancies and artificialities which eat up the gar-

dener's time and the city's money, and which, by so

much, render the park unfit for its best service. It is

said, with considerable truth, by gardeners and others,

that the public demand the artificial color patterns.

Many people feel obliged to cater to this taste, even

though they regard it as childish. But it should be

said that the disproportionate notice which such objects

attract in a public park is not a safe measure of the sat-

isfaction they give. Many visitors are benefited by the

fresh grass and the cooling shade who do not notice the

lawn and the trees ; while those who exclaim most

loudly over the wonderful Chinese puzzles in coleus are

not helped by them in the smallest degree. Such vocif-

erous features of park ornamentation may be very fairly

compared with the crying evil of advertising displays.

When once begun, there is no excess to which either

one may not be compelled to go.





Part IV.

The Gardener's Materials.





CHAPTEK XVI.

A SELECT LIST OF TREES.

Many large trees, especially elms, about a house, are a
sure indication of family distinction and worth. Any evi-

dence of care bestowed on these trees receives the traveler's

respect as for a nobler husbandry than the raising of corn
and potatoes. Henry David Thoreau.

It will not do to be exclusive in our tastes about trees.

There is hardly one of them which has not peculiar beauties
in some fitting place for it. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

In any save the smallest places the trees form the

framework of the plantings. They are the first to be

considered, and the first to be placed. And unless they

are felicitously selected and happily placed and well

grown the whole composition is apt to fall to pieces, since

it lacks the necessary framework.

Moreover, trees are sometimes able to make a whole

landscape by themselves. A forest is frequently beau-

tiful. And if there are pleasant openings, with long

perspectives, and views of wooded hills, or of craggy

mountains, or of river, lake or sea, the landscape requires

little else to make it satisfying to the most fastidious

taste.

Then, too, a tree is a beautiful thing by itself.

Bach good tree has its own peculiar and sufficient beau-

ties, and even the blasted and storm-torn tree may make
a fascinating picture. In all large plantings there

should be included a number of specimen trees, so

placed as to show their individual good qualities, and so

grown as to possess those good qualities in the greatest

measure.

For all these reasons the selection of suitable trees

becomes one of the landscape gardener's first and most
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important duties. Familiarity with trees and a sympa-

thetic understanding of their manners and moods is the

best basis on which to make this choice ; but the follow-

ing notes, which make no claim to completeness, may
be of some service to those who have not made trees a

special study.

Ash.—There are three or four native species of ash

which may usually be collected from the woods or

bought from the nurseries. All are good. They are

excellent for large masses, and will bear comparatively

thick planting.

Beech.—The common American beech is a fine

tree where it will succeed. It is not practicable to mass

it except in waste places, on hillsides, and the like. An
occasional single tree in rich soil makes a specimen to

be proud of. The Purple-leaved beech is a good tree of

its color ; but one or two will be enough for a very large

place.

Birch.—Pyramidal and weeping birches have found

many buyers during recent years. However, they par-

take more of the nature of curiosities than of indigenous

trees, and are not to be recommended. Nearly all the

native forms and species are good in their place, how-

ever, in garden planting, though any of them must be

sparingly used. The White birch. Canoe birch and

Yellow birch deserve special mention.

Butternut.—See Walnut.

Catalpa.—Catalpa speciosa is the species most

planted. It makes a small or moderate sized tree, with

large foliage, which is quite ornamental ; and the species

is further desirable for its fine display of flowers. Catalpa

Mgnonioides and Tea's Japan Hybrid are good sorts less

frequently planted.

Cedar.—The Red cedar, Jnnipenis Yiryiniana, is

a fine ornamental evergreen miich used in the western

states, but scarcely known in some parts of the east. It
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is suitable for almost every situation wliere evergreens

may be used ; it can be massed with fine effect ; it has a

very attractive color ; and other qualities recommend it

for more general notice.

Coffee Tree.—This beautiful ornamental tree,

Gymnocladus Canadensis, makes a good specimen on

almost any lawn. Not more than two or three are usu-

ally desirable, but they should not be omitted.

Elm.—The American elm is the typical American

tree, and the one indispensable street tree. It is, per-

haps, the most generally useful ornamental tree we have.

No other elm is so good as the common species, tliough

the following are well worth using for special purposes :

Slippery elm, Vlmus fulva, English elm, U. campestris,

Huntingdon elm, U. Huntingdoni, Wych elm, U.

Montana.

GiNGKO.'—This strange tree, sometimes called the

Maidenhair tree, makes an odd and pretty specimen,

but is not suited to grouping. It makes a very good

street tree when well grown.

Hackbebry.—Sometimes called Nettle tree, Celtis

occidentalis. This is a good, hardy tree, especially desir-

able in the western prairie states.

Honey Locust.—This is one of our very best shade

and ornamental trees. Its very large thorns, which

sometimes prove annoying, may be avoided by securing

thornless trees. These thornless trees may be found in

almost any nursery.

Horse-chestnut.—This is a fine tree for small

groups. It is not useful in masses, and not at its best

in street planting. For grouping, the Ohio Buckeye or

Western horse-chestnut is a good tree of small size.

KoELEEUTERiA.

—

Koelveuieria paniculata has found

many friends in this country, and may be seen in many
parks and private places. It makes a small tree, fifteen

to thirty feet high, with feathery pinnate leaves, and
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pretty yellow blossoms. To be chosen for middle-ground

plantings, and used in small numbers.

Linden.—The American linden or Basswood is a

good park tree, and also good for street planting. It

deserves more general use.

Magnolias.—The magnolias seem most in keeping

with southern landscapes, but many of them are useful

as far north as New York city. Among the best species

are Magnolia conspicua, M. glauca. M. SouJangeana, M,

macrophylla, M. stellata, and M. Lennei.

Maples.—This is one of our noblest genera of trees.

The common Sugar maple is a typical American tree

and one of the most valuable for planting anywhere

where it will thrive. In the western states it does not

succeed, but is there replaced by the Silver or Soft

maple, Acer dasycarpum. A fine, semi-weeping variety

of this latter species is Wier's Cut-leaved maple, which

is especially suitable for specimen planting in grounds

of moderate extent. Schwerdler's maple is another fine

ornamental variety. The Japanese maples are not hardy

in the northern states. Though very satisfactory speci-

mens are sometimes grown as far northward as Massachu-

setts, they are not generally successful beyond New York,

and are at their best in the latitude of Washington. The
Norway maple, Acer platmioides, makes a fine orna-

mental, street or shade tree. The Striped maple or

moosewood, Acer Pe^insylvanicum, is rather alarge shrub

than a tree, but is very fine for masses on sloping banks,

for small screens, and similar purposes. The ^fountain

maple, A. spicatum, may be used in the same way.

Mulberry.—The native American mulberry, Morus
rubra, makes a good tree, and should be oftener chosen

for general planting. The Russian mulberry and the

Multicaulis mulberry are useful treated as shrubs. They
may be worked into thickets and cut back from year

to year.
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Oak.—Oaks are slow to grow, but they are worth

waiting for. Almost every species is desirable for plant-

ing in parks and private grounds. Special mention may
be given to the American White oak, Quercus alba,

Swamp White oak, Q. hicolor, and the Scarlet oak, Q.

coccinea. A dozen other extremely valuable species may
be selected from almost any catalog.

Paulownia.—This fine tree is seldom seen in per-

fection. Perhaps it is difficult to grow, though tlie

experience of gardeners generally does not enforce this

point. It does fairly well as far north as New York
city, where some excellent specimens may be seen in

Central Park. At Washington it is perhaps at its best.

Pine.—The genus Pin us contains the best of the

evergreen trees, though for general park planting spruces

are more easily managed. The best park pines are the

Austrian, the Scotch, the White, Pinus Strohus, and the

Dwarf Mugho. The latter makes a small, round-topped

tree six to ten feet high, which is very attractive in

certain situations.

Plums.—Pissard's plum is the one most commonly
chosen for ornamental planting. This makes a clean,

pretty, small tree, with bright, red foliage. It cannot

be used in quantity. Several of the native plums, par-

ticularly Primus Americana, are suitable for more fre-

quent use in general composition.

Poplar.—Several of the poplars are useful, partic-

ularly on account of their easy and rapid growth. They
are, however, short-lived, and sometimes objectionable

on account of their cottony seeds, which they sow broad-

cast. The Lombardy poplar has its own peculiar and

obvious role in gardening practice.

Speuce.—Next to the pines, the spruces are our

finest evergreens, and are, perhaps, even more useful

than the former in general ornamental planting. The
best are the Norway, White, Black and Colorado.
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Sweet Gum.—This tree is especially suitable to the

southern states, where, in artistic effect, it takes the

place of the Sugar maple in the north. Where it suc-

ceeds well it may be planted in masses of almost any size.

Sycamore, Plane tree or Buttonwood.—The Amer-

ican sycamore is one of the very finest street trees we
have, as one will readily believe after seeing it on the

Capitol grounds at Washington. It is also useful in

general park composition, the striking color and texture

of its foliage marking it for special notice. It is not

hardy north of Vermont, and not at its best north of

Pennsylvania.

Thorn Trees.—The various species of the genus

Crataegus make tine additions to lawn plantings, their

effect being usually somewhat picturesque. Their small

size adapts them to certain positions. Among the best

native species may be named Cratmgus crus-galli, C.

tomejitosa, and C. coccinea. The English hawthorn, C.

oxyacantha, is sometimes planted in this country with

fair success.

Tulip Tree, Liriodendron Tulipifera.—This is a

good tree for situations where something large is required.

It may be massed in any quantity. Prefers good soil.

Walnut.—The common Black walnut makes a fine

tree, though it is slow of growth. The Japanese walnuts

may sometimes be planted to advantage. The common
butternut seldom makes a good tree, but it has charac-

teristic foliage which makes it useful for planting with

other trees.

Willow.—Many of the willows are useful, especially

on low, moist land. The best are Royal willow, Salix

regalis, the Shining willow, S. lucida, the Laurel-leaved

willow, S. Imirifolia, and the Golden willow, S. vittclina

aurea. The Babylon willow is good in spite of its

weeping habit. In general, weeping willows are to be

avoided, unless an exception be made for cemeteries.



CHAPTER XVII.

THE BEST SHRUBS.

Deciduous shrubs are, beyond all question, the most
Important element in planting small grounds.

C. S. Sargent.

If one-tenth the trouble wasted on carpet bedding and
other fleeting, though costly, rubbish, had been spent on
flowering shrubs, our gardens would be much the better for

it. There are no plants so neglected as flowering shrubs.

Wm. Robinson.

The wild shrubs which skirt the waysides have a beauty
beyond that of the cultivated exotics in spaded gardens.

Wilson Flagg.

To some unfortunate persons masses and borders of

loose growing shrubbery suggest nothing but neglected

roadsides and pasture grounds. The commonness of

such materials, and the ease with which iinthoughtful

persons may pass them by, seem to indicate a certain

crudity, if not a real vulgarity, in the bushes and

branches. But this feeling is founded upon an untrained

sympathy,—upon a true lack of feeling for nature,

—

upon notions of ornamental planting which are in the

highest degree incorrect. There is nothing so crude

and Tulgar in gardening as an over-display of colors

(which are nearly always inharmonious among them-

selves). An appetite for these gaudy colors indicates

an untrained taste, just as an appetite for dime novels

indicates a poor taste in literature, or as a preference

for noisy street songs indicates a lack of training in

music. The more refined enjoyment and the most

deeply pleasurable sensations aroused by any art are

those which arise from delicate colorings, from subtle

modulations, from almost imperceptible distinctions.

And so the nature-lover delights in the most delicate

8 113
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tones and tints of grays and greens and browns, like

those of the pussy willow and the roadside dogwood;

and he revels in the beautiful variety of texture offered

by the spirea, the sumach and the Judas tree.

We have already called attention to the usefulness

of shrubs in naturalistic plantings, and need not repeat

what has been said. But shrubs are also indispensable in

all other systems of gardening, and a study of the species

and varieties at command must be the first business of

the gardener. The following list is not at all complete,

but is meant to include the hardier and more useful

kinds. There are enough for most plantings, for one

must not make the mistake of trying to plant everything.

A dozen well-selected species give a better effect than

two hundred sorts huddled and crowded and jumbled

together.

One frequently sees shrubs tied up in straw, or laid

down and covered, or otherwise carefully protected for

the winter. This has to be done with certain species in

certain situations to keep them alive. But there are so

many perfectly hardy shrubs, able to withstand every-

thing that comes, that such labor may be entirely

avoided. In fact, those plants which have to be cod-

dled through bad weather and favored above their neigh-

bors always give a suggestion of unnaturalness to the

place. They seem to be exotic,—foreign to the situa-

tion. The perfectly wild garden, able to care for itself

and always at home with its surroundings, has a certain

permanency and unity of effect which no other garden

can have.

Shrubs should be given proper pruning; but they

should be spared the sort they often get. Only in very

exceptional circumstances should the tops be sheared, or

the growth cut back at the extremities. This spoils at

once the graceful drooping habit which is separately

characteristic of almost every species. When the prun-
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ing knife and the shears are to be applied to any shrub,

they should usually cut out at the base. Old, straggling

stems are cut away, and fresh, clean, vigorous sprouts

come up in their places. Many species, like the sumachs,

give the best results if they are cut back almost annu-

ally quite to the ground, and allowed to sprout afresh

from the stools.

AijDee.—Several of the alders make very useful

shrubs for border planting, particularly the European

alder, which is rather a sm^all tree if full grown. The
Green or Mountain alder, Alnus viridis, is one of the

best, three to eight feet tall. Alnus incanah a good

plant of its size, eight to twenty feet.

Amalanchieb Canadensis, Juneberry, Shad Bush.

—The dwarf varieties, two to five feet high, are best

for planting.

Amorpha feuticosa. False Indigo.—A good, hardy

shrub. Amorpha canescefis, Lead plant, is mostly her-

baceous, with fine, soft, silvery foliage, and well worth

more extensive planting. It has beautiful spikes of

deep violet-purple flowers. One to three feet.

Aralia spinosa, Hercules Club.—Bears immense

leaves which give a striking, somewhat tropical efl:ect.

Six to eighteen feet.

Beeberis, Barberry.—Very useful shrubs. The
common species is from Europe, but is naturalized in

many parts of the eastern states. The Purple-leaved

barberry is a variety of this. B. TJiunbergii is a small

shrub from Japan with beautiful, delicate foliage, taking

a fine red color after frost.

Calycanthus jloridus, Spice Bush.—A small

shrub with very sweet scented flowers.

Cakagana, Pea Tree.

—

C. fruiescens is a low shrub^

bearing an abundance of bright yellow, pea-like flowers

in spring. C. artorescens is similar, but larger.

Cephalanthus occidbntalis, Button Bush.—

A

hardy native shrub of wide distribution, making a round
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head; foliage good; flowers white, abundant, in globu-

lar heads in spring. Four to eight feet.

Cercis Canadensis, Judas tree. Red bud.—

A

small tree with pretty bark and fine foliage ; covered

with red blossoms early in spring before the appearance

of leaves.

Chionanthus Vieginica, Fringe tree.—A large

shrub or small tree, inclined to bear too little foliage,

but having an abundance of white blossoms about lilac-

flowering time.

Clethra alnifolia, White Alder.—A useful native

shrub. Three to ten feet.

CoRNus, Dogwood. The dogwoods are among our

best shrubs. No one should think of planting a place

without them. The native red-branched speei3s, C.

stolonifera and C. Baileyi, are especially desirable. 0.

paniculata is also a native species, a good grower, and

desirable for its flowers. C. sericea, C. mas, C. san-

guinea and C. jlorida are all good.

Cydonia Japonica (Pyrus Japonica), Japan quince.

—Much cultivated in this country. Desirable chiefly

on account of its brilliant scarlet flowers in early spring.

Daphne.—D. mezereum is a deciduous low shrub

with rose-colored flowers ; one to three feet. D. cneoritm

is a hardy, evergreen undershrub from Europe, and a

great favorite with some planters.

Deutzia.—The deutzias are not quite hardy in the

north, but can usually be depended on in the middle

states, where they are very valuable. There are three

useful species : D. crenata, D. scabra and D. gracilis.

DiBKViLLA FLORIDA, WeigcUa.—Included in this

species are most of the shrubs sold as DierviUa rosea,

Weigelia alba, etc. There are many varieties, mostly

hardy, good growers and profuse bloomers. The foliage,

however, is a trifle coarse.

Elder.—The common American elder, Samiucus

Canadensis, Fig. 39, is a shrub of no mean artistic capa-
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bilities. It is fine for massing against trees and along

woodland borders, and for working into various compo-

sitions. The Golden elder is a pretty shrub for use in

limited quantity.

El^agnus, Oleaster.

—

E. longipes has been widely

sold in recent years and is a good shrub, with ornamental

and edible fruit. E. argentea is also planted, but is not

so desirable.

EuoNYMus ATEOPUEPUEEus, Burning bush, or

Strawberry tree.—Well known shrub with bright orna-

FIG. 29. THE AMEKICAN BLDEB.

mental fruit which persists long into the winter. Not

hardy in the north.

ExocHOEDA GEANDiFLOEA.—A fine shrub, bearing

beautiful white blossoms in spring. Deserves more gen-

eral planting.

FoRSYTHiA, Oolden-Bell.—One of the very finest

shrubs for the latitude of New York and southward,

especially F. viridissima and the commercial F. Fortunei,

which bear great quantities of brilliant yellow flowers in
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early spring. These are quite commonly planted and

form one of the most attractive features of the spring

landscape in parts of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, Maryland and Virginia. Forsythia suspensa of

the catalogs is a weeping or semi-prostrate form.

Hydkangea paniculata gkandiflora, The Hardy
Hydrangea.—There are several forms of this, but the

spreading shrub with large flowers is best. One of the

best and most reliable hardy shrubs, giving a great

FIG. 30. HARDY HYDRANGEA PROPERLY PLANTED.

abundance of showy white flowers in autumn when blos-

soms are few. Four to eight feet.

Hypericum, St. John's Wort.—Small native shrubs
of considerable usefulness, of which the best species are

H. Ealmianum, H. proKficiim and H. aureum.
Kerria Japonica.—a pretty shrub with slender,

delicate, bright green twigs, fresh green leaves and hand-
some yellow flowers. Well worth planting. Three to

eight feet.

LiGusTRUM, Privet.—One of the best shrubby hedge
plants, but available also for massing. Hardy and
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thrifty and bears shearing. The species mostly grown

are L. vulgare and L. ovalifolium.

Lilac (Botanically Syringa).—The lilacs are old

and never-to-be-forgotten favorites. They are capable

of much greater beauty than is usually realized. They
should be kept cut back to a reasonable bight, the old

wood thinned out, and a fresh, vigorous growth kept up
by liberal manuring. The fine new varieties, with mag-
nificent large single or double fiowers in numerous
extremely rich colors, offer a chance for many new expe-

riences with these old favorites. Sometimes the finer

varieties may be successfully grafted . upon old, estab-

lished plants which give inferior blossoms.

LoNiCERA TARTAEicA, Bush Honeysuckle.—A very

common and very useful shrub. A profuse bloomer.

Very hardy. Four to eight feet.

Myrica Gale, Sweet gale, and Myrica usplenifolia.

Sweet Fern, are well known, small native shrubs which

add very much to certain effects when Judicioasly set in

small masses in the shrubbery border.

Philadelphus, Syringa, Mock Orange. — These

shrubs are most remarkable for their abundance of very

fragrant white flowers in spring. Like lilacs, they need

to be rigorously clipped out to prevent the accumulation

of old, unsightly wood. The best plan is to cut all the

stems back to the ground at three or four years old, or

even at two years old if the growth of new wood justi-

fies it. This keeps up a rotation of fresh, clean shoots.

The best species are P. grandiflorus, P. coronarius and

P. Gordonianus. Six to ten feet.

PoTENTiLLA fruticosa, Ciuquefoil.—A native shrub

with bright yellow flowers. Hardy and inclined to be

weedy in some sandy soils. Three to four feet.

Prunus, Plums and Cherries.—Nearly all the native

plums and cherries are worth planting for ornamental

purposes. The Beach plum, Prunus maritima, is one
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of the most useful, though for larger plants selected

varieties of P Americana make the finest of small trees.

The Sand cherries, P. pumila, and P. Besseyi, growing

from two to five feet high, are excellent ; while for

heavy masses in certain places the common Choke
cherry is one of the best species known. It is vig-

orous, clean and healthy, though occasionally denuded

by caterjiillars.

Ehododendrons.—These magnificent ornamental

plants are hardy in most situations and not usually difB-

cult to grow. There are many wonderful and striking

varieties offered by the nurserymen, but the beginner

will hardly be able to discriminate their merits.

Ehus, Sumach.—The sumachs are mostly all very

hardy and good ornamental plants. Their spreading,

luxuriant pinnate foliage gives a peculiar and somewhat
tropical suggestion. In most places they are best if the

old growth is constantly cut out and the vigorous young
slioots depended on. Their colors in autumn are espe-

cially desirable. Rhus glabra is probably best, followed

by R. copallina and R. typliina. R. Cotinus, the Smoke
tree, is quite different from the others. It is a well

known shrub, five to ten feet high, bearing large feath-

ery wands of reddish or purplish abortive blossoms.

EiBEs AUREUM.—A nativc currant, now often cul-

tivated for fruit as well as for ornament. It bears many
pretty, spicy, sweet scented, bright yellow flowers in

spring, and always shows a clean, attractive foliage.

Four to seven feet. Other species of currants and goose-

berries are also useful in shrubbery masses.

EosEs.—Hai'dy flowering roses are usually best

planted in beds by themselves ; but many of the native

species are remarkably fine if grown in the border with

the other shrubbery. Rosa lucida. R. Uanda and nearly

all the native species may be planted. The Sweet Brier

and the Praii-ie rose, R. setigera, are among the best.
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The Japanese rose, R. rugosa, is also a Tery fine shrub

for general planting.

RuBus ODORATus.—The flowering raspberry is one

of the most useful and neglected of native shrubs. It

should generally be used in small masses for the empha-
sis which its large, striking foliage gives. Three to five

feet. Other brambles are very useful m many places.

Salix, Willow.—Most of the willows tend to be

trees rather than shrubs, but many of them can be

grown as shrubs if severely cut back. They are espe-

cially desirable for the delicate gray-greens which they

give in spring, and some of them for the brightness of

their twigs in winter. Salix vitellina of horticulturists

has beautiful bright golden twigs. S. lucida is espe-

cially remarkable for its shining foliage. The so-called

weeping willows grafted in the top of a straight trunk

are to be avoided.

SpiRiEAS form, on the whole, the finest and most

useful group of shrubs we have. Their hardiness, thrift,

grace, floriferousness, all recommend them. Probably

the best one is the horticulturist's Spirma Van Houttei,

sometimes called Bridal Wreath. No grounds any-

where ought to lack this. Then come ^S". prunifolia

and S. Iiypericifolia. The former has specially beautiful

foliage. The latter is much like a small edition of Van
Houtt. S. Thunbergii is small (one to three feet) and

very delicate and graceful in growth and in foliage,

but not fully hardy northward. The golden spiraea

{S. aurea, Hort.) is a fine, upright grower, with good,

yellowish foliage, and bright stems in winter. Four to

ten feet.

Symphobicarpus racemosus, Snowberry.—A -good

native shrub, with white berries in autumn. Two to

five feet. .8. vulgaris, Coral berry or Indian currant,

is very common in the central and western states, and is

well worth planting. It is graceful of growth and bears
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quantities of persistent bright red berries. Two to

fiye feet.

Viburnum opulus, Snowball or Guelder rose.

—

This is a fine, strong-growing shrub giying abundant

white blossoms. Other viburnums are also desirable, as

V. plicatum, V. lantanoides, V. tomentosum, etc.



CHAPTBE XVIII.

HARDY PERENNIALS.

Die Zahl der Freiinde vo» Stauden Oder perennierenden
Gewaechsen hat in den letzten Jahren ganz bedeutend
zugenommen ; man darf nur bei einem AusJlug die Gaerten
und Gaertclien derBlnmentreunde.in derStadt, wieauf dem
Lande, aufmerlcsam betracliieii, da wird man beobachten
koennen, dass Slauden sclion viel Verwendung gelunden
haben und lioffentlich nocli mehr findeii werden.

J. Biemueller.

The hardy herbaceous perennials, as a class, are the

easiest to manage, the cheapest and the most naturalistic

in the effect they give, of all the plants that grow. When
once planted they need very little further care. Many
of them need none at all, and will thrive and multiply

for years in the grass or among the shrubs without the

slightest attention. Growing thus at full freedom they

give a wild, woodsy air to a place which nothing else

can furnish quite so well. Their ability to take care of

themselves year after year makes them very cheap.

There has been a very healthy and gratifying tendency

in recent years toward the more general use of such

materia], but there is no likelihood that it will soon be

overdone.

Hardy perennials may be used in almost any situa-

tion where plants are wanted at all. They may grow

under the trees, among the shrubs, in rockeries, along

the borders of ponds and rivulets, on sloping banks, in

borders by themselves, in shade or sun ; in fact, it is

very hard to go amiss with them unless, indeed, they

are put into flower beds. It is a very convenient way to

outline a border with herbaceous perennials, among
which and in front of which the annuals are planted

133
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from year to year. One of the best ways is to mix them

with the shrubbery, usually, of course, bringing them

somewhat in front of the larger woody shrubs, as shown

in Fig. 31. Many of them are excellent simply scattered

thickly in the grass. Here they become naturalized and

lead their own careless-thrifty lives. Buttercups and

daisies live in that way. Columbines and golden-rods

give great satisfaction when similarly grown. So do

anemones, trilliums, asters, claytonias, erigerons, pent-

FIG. 31. SUGGESTION FOK BORDEK PLANTING.

For planting with perennials : a, Papavcr midicaule, Iceland poppy,
b, Pentstemon acumitiatus. c, Flilox hybrids, d, Aster XorfP-Ajiglice. e.

Aqudciiia chrysantha, colnmbine. /", Hi)llyli(icks. g, Coreopsis grandi-

fiora. h. Chrysanthemum maximum, i, Peonies, or (Enothera Fraseri.

For plantintj with annuals: «, Nasturlinnis. dwarf. 6, Sliiiiey

poppies, e, Gailtardia Loroiziaua. rf, Branching asters. e,Ayitirrhinumt

snapdragon. /, Snntlower, " Stella." g, Co7ropsis Dnimmondii, " Golden
Wave." h, Petnnias. i. Phlox Drummondii,

For mixed planting: a, Is'asturtinnis. i, Shirley poppies, c, Glad-
ioli, rf, ranching asters, e, Aqndegia chrysantha, columbine. /, lieli-

anthiis orgyalis, "W.llow-leaved sunflower, g. Calendula, or Large Mari-
golds. //, Digitalis gloxinccjlora, foxglove, i, Liliuin speciosuni ritbrum.

stemons, and many others. Of course, the most of

these cannot be grown in a lawn which is kept mowed :

but there should be some unmowed lawn on any place

which has the room.

Many of tlie hardy perennials can be grown easily

from seed. Usually it is best to sow the seed in a spe-

cially prepared bed or cold frame, from which the seed-

lings are transplanted to pots, nursery rows, or directly
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to their permanent places. Many of them are propa-

gated more easily by division. Or the ready-grown

plants may be bought directly from the nurseryman

;

and as each investment in such plants is a permanent

one, the expense is comparatively small.

It would be entirely impossible, within the limits of

this work, to enumerate and describe the most of the

good herbaceous perennials. The following list is offered

merely as a suggestion to those who are very much unac-

quainted with such plants. The author has endeavored

to select those easiest to grow and of widest usefulness

;

but as such a selection is a very personal matter any-

one else who is acquainted with herbaceous perennials

will be likely to choose a somewhat different list.

AcoNiTUM, Monkshood. — A charming group of

plants, though some are poisonous. The best are A.

napellus, A. autumnale and A. imcinatum.

Anemone, Wind Flower.—In many species and vari-

eties, all good. Mostly flowering early ; usually white,

sometimes blue. Among the best are A. sylvestris, A.
nemorosa, A. Pennsylvanica, A. patens Nuttalliana,

A. Japonica, and many horticultural varieties, both

double and single.

Aquilegia, Columbine.—One of the most valuable

groups of hardy plants. Easy to grow from seed. The
best species are A. Canadensis, A. cmrulea, A. vulgaris

and A. chrysantha, though there are many other

fine ones.

AscLEPiAs contains several good plants, of which

A. tubei'osa is best. It grows in tufts, twelve to eight-

een inches high, with large heads of orange blossoms in

midsummer.
Aster.—Several of the asters are hardy perennials,

and many are very ornamental. The following deserve

special mention : A. Imvis, A. Novm-AnglicB, A. Novi-

Belgii, A. cordifolius, A. alpinus, A. ericoides.
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BoccoNiA CORDATA {B. Japonico).—A large, strong-

growing plant, with large leaves. Fine for emphasis at

medium distances. Five to eight feet.

Callirhoe involucrata.—A good, small, trailing

plant with an abundance of purplish flowers.

Campanula, Bluebell, Harebell.—Easy to grow and

always attractive. The genus numbers several fine spe-

cies, such as C Carpathica, C. medium, G. nohilis, C.

punctata, C. rotundifolia, G. grayidis, etc.

Chrysanthemum.—This genus contains several hardy

species, some of them known as daisies or marguerites.

Probably G. maximum is the best, though others are

very good.

Coreopsis.—Fine, free-flowering plants with large,

golden blossoms. C. grandiflora and G. lanceolata are

the best of the perennial species. Fine for cut flowers.

Delphinium, Larkspur.—The perennial larkspurs

are very showy and valuable plants. They may be had

in numerous species and varieties. TJiose commonly
grown are hybrids.

Digitalis, Foxglove.—Well known plants of easiest

culture, free flowering and always desirable. The com-

monest species, with very large flowers in a variety of

colors, goes under the doubtful name of D. gloxiniwflora;

but D. lanata, D. Siberica and D. grandiflora are

equally fine.

Helenium.—A very tine and striking plant, partic-

ularly the variety, H. autumnale snperbum. Furnishes

a dazzling glow of yellow late in summer when flowers

are scarce. Six to eight feet.

Heliaxtiius, Sunflower.—Some of the perennial

species are very useful in border composition. The best

are H. Maximillani and H. orgyalis. These give very

striking, though easy and natural, effects.

Hollyhock.—The old favorite, and one of the most

artistically effective plants known. In many colors,
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single and double. Subject to severe attacks of rust,

whrcli sometimes kill the plants. In such cases burn

the old plants and all the litter around them and plant

anew in a different spot.

FIG. 32. ICELAND POPPY.

Lepachys.—A very desirable genus comprising only

a few species, of which L. pinnata and L. cohimnaris

are worth first trial.

OEnotheea.—Comprises several good species, mostly

with large yellow flowers. The best are CE. Missourien-

sis, (E. fruticosa major and (E. Fraseri.
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Papaver, Poppy.—One of the most delicate and

beautiful of hardy plants is the Iceland poppy, Papaver

nudicaule. The Royal scarlet poppy, P- orientale, is a

large and very showy species.

Pentstbmon.—This genus numbers several of the

yery best herbaceous plants known to horticulture.

They are hardy and easy to manage. Among the best

are P. digitalis, P. grandijlorus, P. puhescens, P con-

fertus, p. harbatus Torreyi, P. acunnnatus and P.

ovatus. There are several others, and not a poor one

among them.

Peony.—Too well known to need remark. Usually

grown alone on the lawn, but much finer vvhen massed in

the border against the shrubbery. Propagate by division.

Phlox.—The well-known and showy perennial

phlox of the gardens is P. paniculata, often called P.

deciissata, which has numberless fine varieties. Several

of the native species are also very useful for border

planting, especially P. maculata and P. divaricata.

RuDBECKiA, Coneflower.—Large, strong-growing,

hardy plants. The best is the new variety, Golden

Glow, which belongs to the species R. laciniata. R.

maxima, R. hirta and R. Neivmanii are excellent.

SoLiDAGO, Goldenrod.—A characteristically Amer-

ican genus of incomparable beauty. The only reason

people do not plant them extensively is that they grow

wild so abundantly. But no garden should be without

its masses of goldenrod. The best species for planting

are S. Canadensis, S. sempervirens, S. juncea, S. nemo-

ralis and 8. speciosa.

Spir^a.—Several of the spiraeas are herbaceous.

They are all useful. The best known are /.S*. aruncus,

8. astilhoides, 8. palmata and ^S'. veintsta.

Trillium.—One of the most beautiful blossoms of

early spring. T. grandiflorum, bearing large, pure

white flowers, is best. Prefers a somewhat shady place.



CHAPTER XIX.

THE INDISPENSABLE ANNUALS.

The greatest possibilities with color in the garden depend
tipon the annuals. F. Schuyler Matliews.

For the best and most continuous display of flowers dur-
ing the wliole summer season, annual x^lants are essential.

B. 0. Orpet.

The old-fasliioned flower gardens were largely made
up of annuals. Among flowers, by far the larger part

of the old-time favorites were annuals ; and it is prob-

able that nine out of ten persons lo-day, if asked to men-
tion their favorite flowers (florists' stock excepted),

would name annuals. Sweet peas, pansies, asters, cos-

mos, nasturtiums,—these have a hold on people which
they will never lose.

And so, while it is possible to find many pleasant

gardens,—in snug back yards, or window boxes or

tomato cans,—without trees and shrubs and perennials,

the annuals are omnipresent. Their great variety, their

adaptability to all needs and circumstances, the innu-

merable, characteristically beautiful ways they have of

expressing themselves, make them always indispensable.

A striking effect produced by annuals is seen in Fig. 33.

Almost all of the annuals may be grown success-

fully by"sowing the seeds where the plants are to stand.

This is done when the weather is warm enough in

spring, and as soon as the soil is in good workable con-

dition. The seed bed should always be thoroughly pre-

pared, with good drainage and an abundance of well-

decomposed fertilizer worked in. But it is much the

best plan, especially in northern latitudes, wherever it

9 139
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can be done, to start the plants in hotbeds, cold frames,*

greenhouses, or boxes of earth in tlie house, from which
they are transplanted to the open ground. Considerable

time is gained in this way,—often one or two months.

Nearly all the annual species may be handled in this

way. There are a few exceptions. But many sorts

make much better plants by transplanting ; and it is

often advisable to transplant the seedlings once before

they reach their final stations in the grounds.

The commonest error, in growing annuals, is to

plant them in flower beds. This mistake is frequently

made with other plants, but never so persistently and

disastrously as- with phloxes, zinnias, marigolds and

their like. If a strictly geometrical scheme is intended,

or if the garden is one of the old Italian style, with a

high wall about it, then flower beds will fit the place.

But in the free and natural door-yard gardening, with

which we are most concerned, the whole picture is sadly

disfigured when it is cut full of holes to receive strange,

detached bunches of unwilling flowers in varied assort-

ment. There they stand about uncomfortably through

the summer, each bunch of flowers jealous of its neigh-

bors, all appearing to be afraid of overstepping the cir-

cumscribing bricks, stones or oyster shells which hem
them in, all chafing at the restraint, and all wishing

tliey were safely away in the woods, where they might

clamber down the banks or revel in the grass the way

flowers were meant to do.

The annual plants ought to be put, not into beds,

but into the borders with the perennials and the shrubs.

Or if shrubs and perennials are not grown, then the

annuals have the border to themselves. Arranged in

^Directions for malcing cold frames and hotbeds of aU sorts may
be found In any general work on gardening. See Bailey's Garden-

Making, Taft's Greenhouse Construction, Henderson's Gardening for

Profit, etc., etc.
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this way, they are cajDable of some of the most brilliant

and satisfying effects which plants can ever give. In

the irregularity and informality of the border it makes

no difference if one plant or a whole lot of plants fails to

grow. The irregularity is not destroyed ! Or if some

celandines or dandelions crowd into a half occupied

nook somewhere, there is no harm done, for flowers are

what we want. It would be different if we wanted

flower beds.

The first and easiest and greatest improvement to

be made in hundreds of front yards would be to obliter-

ate the flower beds entirely,—sod them over, and leave

an open greensward where they have stood in the middle

of the lawn,—and move the flowers into the side borders.

It is hardly necessary to describe the principal

annuals nor to give directions for their cultivation ; but

the following partial list, with scattering notes, is

appended merely as a suggestion of the manifold riches

at command.
Asters.—The annual or "China" asters have been

very much improved in recent years. The old-time

asters were too stiff and formal to gain much sympathy,

but the new sorts, particularly the branching and the

chrysanthemum flowering sections, are free and graceful

and very fine. The new Japanese asters are also infor-

mal and agreeable. The better strains of the German
quilled asters are extremely good, and quite different

from other varieties. Asters should always be started

in a hotbed and transplanted if possible.

Alyssum.—A good old favorite. Works nicely into

the edges of the flower border.

Agebatum.—Constant bloomer during summer, in

white and bright blue ; good in the edges of borders.

Six to eighteen inches high.

Antirrhinum, Snapdragon.—Many fine colors, from

white nearly to black, in dwarf and standard varieties.
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To be used mostly in small masses. Six inches to

two feet.

Balsams.—Old-time favorites, but not very useful

in composition with other plants. They do not trans-

plant well.

Calendula, called Pot Marigold by some.—Thrifty

and a constant bloomer, mostly in yellow and orange

shades. Ten to eighteen inches.

Candytuft.—Good, free flowering, hardy border

plant, in several colors, pure white being best.

Centaurea, Corn Bottle, Blue Bottle, or Bachelor's

Button.—Another old favorite, running mostly to light

blues. A new strain of Marguerite centaureas has a

better form and more substance to the blossoms.

Celosia, including Cockscomb. This group num-
bers some very ornamental plants, especially the feath-

ered varieties and those with ornamental foliage.

Coreopsis, Calliopsis.—All bright yellows, with

unimportant exceptions. Some of the finest flowering

plants grown for border or for cut flowers. C. Drum-
mondii (var. Golden Wave) is best of the annual species.

G. tinctoria gives many pretty dwarf varieties, and some

with quilled, others with dark maroon, blossoms. One

to three feet.

Cosmos.—One of the finest annuals, especially

southward. Does not succeed well at the north. In

white and several shades of pink and red. The white

blossoms are prettiest. Three to six feet.

Datura, Horn of Plenty, "Jimpson Weed."—

A

large, coarse plant, giving a striking effect at a little

distance. Has conspicuous, large white flowers. Four

to eight feet.

DiANTHus, Pink.—A good old favorite, and worth

more general cultivation at the present time. Many
colors, single and double.

Gaillardia.—Pine flowers for border and for cut-

ting ; reds and yellows ; somewhat daisy-like in form,
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except the double G. Lorenziana. Worth more exten-

sive cultivation.

Nasturtium, Tropoeolum.—One of the richest and

finest annual plants in cultivation and deservedly popu-

lar. All varieties may be grown in the border, though

the dwarfs are best. The tall sorts are extremely well

adapted to window boxes, lawn vases, and to situations

where they may fall over rocks or down short slopes.

The new hybrids of Madame Gunter show many beau-

tiful colors.

Paxsy.—Known and admired of all. For small

plantings buy plants of the florist in spring. To grow

the plants sow the seed in the fall in cold frames, which

are covered at the beginning of winter. Transplant

from these early in spring. Or sow the seeds as early as

possible in spring in the hotbed or in pots or boxes in

the house. Buy good seed.

Petunia.—Very fine for heavy masses in the flower

border. A solid block of petunias thirty or forty feet

across gives a very striking effect, if not out of harmony
with its surroundings. The free and easy luxuriance of

growth and profusion of bloom cannot be surpassed by
anything, in the garden. Extra choice varieties may
easily be grown from cuttings; but main dependence

may be placed on seedlings grown in fall, winter or early

spring, and transplanted to the open ground after all

danger of frost is past.

Phlox.—The annual Phlox Druminondii is one of

the finest border plants. Many people have become
indifferent to it from having seen it so often grown in

stiff, awkward flower beds. Such treatment takes all

the grace and freedom out of the plant, which is inclined

by nature to be a trifle stiff and serious. But when it is

allowed to form free, irregular masses in the border,

properly supported by other flowers, it is a very charm-

ing plant.
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Poppy.—The annual poppies are very striking in

color and graceful in. form. They always seem at home
in the mixed border, harmonizing with almost anything.

The Shirley poppies are especially desirable, but there is

hardly a variety grown which is not an acquisition.

RiciNus, Castor-oil bean.—These plants, of several

different species, give grand summer effects. The vari-

eties with dark foliage are especially beautiful. Should

be started early.

Stocks.—Old favorites, but neglected in late years.

Very useful in the border.

Sunflowers.—Several sorts, all useful on account

of the emphasis they give to certain points in the border

planting. Plant early.

Sweet Pea.—One of the finest jilants known for

cut flowers and quite indispensable, but not well adapted

to the hardy border. They are usually best put by

themselves, where they may have a trellis and good cul-

tivation. They should be sown in the open ground at

the earliest possible moment in the spring, or may even

be sown in the fall. The selection of varieties is wholly

a matter of personal taste. There are several useful

little manuals which the sweet pea lover should consult.

Verbena.—The low, prostrate habit of verbenas

does not best suit them to mixed plantings in the nat-

ural method. A few of them may be used, however, in

certain parts of the border, especially where the plant-

ings come directly beside a footpath.

Zinnias.—Well-known, old-fashioned flowers, but

useful in many places. The newer varieties show some

fine shades of color.



CHAPTER XX.

A FEW BULBOUS PLANTS.

No garden should be without a bed of bulbs. Beginning
50 early in the season,—weeks and weeks before tlie bloom-
ing period of the earliest .annuals,—their brilliant and beau-
tiful llowers are enjoyed more than those of summer.

E. E. nexford.

Nothing c.in exceed the brilliancy and variety of color

displayed by their flowers, and nothing can be more simple
than their culture. Mrs- Loudon.

Along with the herbaceous perennials naturally

come the hardy and half-hardy bulbous plants. They

have in general the same requirements and the same

capabilities as the herbaceous perennials. Many of them

will live untended in the open border quite without pro-

tection, and thrive and blossom year after year. Some
require winter protection, but all of those named here

will last without replanting for several or many years.

It is to be noted that few or none of these j)]ants

are desirable for their foliage. They are all grown for

the brilliancy of their blossoms. This requires tliat

they be judiciously set to show against shrubs or such

other foliage-covered plants as shall give them a suitable

background. This is seldom taken into consideration.

Lilies, gladioli and irises are almost always planted by

themselves. They are left without support. They look

lost and out of place. Anyone can see, as soon as it is

mentioned, how much bettor they would look comfort-

ably grouped with other jjlants.

The following list includes the best bulbous plants,

with a few M'hich do not grow from the bulbs, but

which, in view of the use we make of them, may be

best understood just here.

136
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Ckocuses.—Almost the first flowers of spring, and

always welcome for their earliness and freshness. Where
shrubs and herbaceous plants are grown in an open bor-

der, crocuses may be thickly planted in narrow rows

along the extreme edge next the grass. One of the

most satisfactory ways to grow crocuses is to scatter

them thickly in the grass, where they will usually come
up every spring without further care.

Dahlia.—The dahlia is enjoying just now a well-

deserved renewal of public favor. Many fine new varie-

ties are being offered by the dealers, and great satisfac-

tion is to be got out of their culture. The cactus

varieties are the most informal and appeal more strongly

than the older types to most tastes ; but the single vari-

eties and the smaller pompons, as well as the mammoth
blossoms of the most regular outlines, have all their vari-

ous agreeable expressions.

Ebtthronium, Dog's-Tooth violet. — These little

early flowering plants are very delicate and beautiful.

There are several fine species and varieties, nearly all

of which are hardy.

Gladiolus.—The gladiolus is one of the most strik-

ing and effective flowers in the garden when nicely

grouped with other plants. "When put by itself and

with no company but an unpainted stick, it is one of the

most awkward and ungainly sights on the lawn. The

gladioli are especially useful for grouping in small

masses among shrubs. There are hundreds of fine vari-

eties, in many colors, but yellows and reds are best,

especially reds. The bright reds and carmines seem to

be the best suited to the character of the plants.

Iris.—There are some fine, hardy, native irises, and

a great many hardy and tender species of great beauty

from all over the world which may be grown with a

little care. Among the best are /. Susiana and J. Siber-

ica. The many varieties of German iris are all desirable

;
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and the Japan irises, /. KcBmpferi, are among the most

gorgeous flowers ever seen in temperate climates.

Lily.—The noblest of flowering plants. Lilies

should be scattered liberally in every flower border.

They harmonize well with shrubs and herbaceous peren-

nials, and the annuals may be mixed with them to great

advantage. The following are a few of the best species

for garden culture : L. auratum, Gold-banded Japan
lily, one of the most popular and magnificent; flowers

FIG. 34. LILIUM srEnosuM.

very large, white, banded with gold and spotted with

red; requires replanting from time to time. L. hidhi-

ferum, a moderate sized European species : flowers red.

L. Broivni, one of the finest, bears three to fo\ir flow-

ers, seven to eight inches long, chocolate brown outside,

pure white within. L. Canadeiise. the common meadow
lily, hardy, abundant bloomer, useful, in several shades

of rod and yellow. L. elegans, a very showy species,

with large flowers in several shades of red and orange.
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L. elegans fulgens (Batemannm) is especially showy and
fine. L. Orayi, a fine, delicate, native species, small flow-

ers, red. L. ptiierulum {Humboldti), very strong and

handsome, bears large orange-red flowers. L. Henryi,

a new and rare species, but one of the most magnificent

;

should be planted by everyone who can afford it ; flowers

large, orange. L. Japonicuvi Krameri, large flowers of

a very delicate pink tint, quite unique. L. longijlorum,

a fine, large, white lily. L. candidum, the common
• white lily, nearly hardy, a free bloomer and very attrac-

tive. L. pardalinum, flowers orange, with lighter cen-

ter, a good sort. L. siiperhum, a strong native species,

bearing large numbers of red or orange blossoms. L.

speciosum, Fig. 34, one of the very best, especially the

variety rubrum. L. teniiifolium, the Coral lily; some-

what dwarf, with many brilliant, coral-red blossoms

;

very desirable. L. tigrinum, the well-known tiger

lily
;
good. Most of these are better if covered in win-

ter with a mulch.

Narcissus.—This genus includes several plants of

great usefulness in the hardy garden. The trumpet

narcissi, often called daffodils, are especially fine, either

in the general border or naturalized in the grass. Some
of the best sorts for outdoor culture are Horsfleldi,

Emperor, Empress, Bulbocodium, Poet narcissus. Trum-
pet Major and Incomparabilis. Narcissi can best be

transplanted in June and July.

Tuberoses may be planted in the flower garden or

border with considerable satisfaction. They should be

set in fall and covered with a mulch.

Tulips make fine displays in early spring, and for a

week the open bed in mid-lawn is almost bearable, so

that we forget the manure heap which has been there all

winter and the inharmoniousness of the plan in general.

But tulips may also be scattered in the border with

other plants, or even set into the turf. There are many
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magnificent species and varieties listed and described in

all catalogs.

Yucca.—Nurserymen usually classify the yuccas

with the bulbous plants, and perhaps they are as much
at home here as anywhere. They must be used with

FIG. 35. YUCCA FILAMENTOSA.
Cenlral Park, New Yurk.

caution, but in surroundings somewhat picturesque they

may be introduced with fine effect. Yucca Ulamentosa,

Fig. 35, is the species most generally used, but J'^ angus-

tifolia is also desirable.



CHAPTEK XXI.

CLIMBERS.

I love these immense wreaths of vine which extend far

and wide in rich green garlands, and whicli become, in
autumn, of a splendid purple. ... At the extremity of
my garden the vine extends in long porticoes, through the
arcades of which may be seen trees of all sorts and foliage

of all colors. Alphonse Karr.

As found growing wild, the hard-wooded climbers and
trailers afford some of the most delightful bits of natural
scenery to be met with. Many of these serve valuable pur-

poses for embellishments in ornamental gardening.
E. A. Long.

In making up a landscape picture proper, climbers

are of minor importance. Their chief use, in purely

naturalistic compositions, is not for climbing, but for

trailing over rocks, or down sloping banks, or for clam-

bering over low bushes. In such situations as these

they are very effective.

But when buildings are introduced, and fences have

to be dealt with, and other more unsightly objects need

amelioration or concealment, the climbers are indispen-

sable. In the shading and adornment of porches they

play no insignificant part in the list of the gardener's

materials.

I wish to emphasize the fact that no climber

ought to be planted on level ground unless there be first

some suitable support on which it is to climb. It is not

uncommon to find cases in which the climber was first

planted, and afterward some crazy and impertinent

structure was arranged to meet its demands. This is

one of the ways of losing naturalness, along with all

other kinds of beauty.

141
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Wherever a permiinent planting can be made, peren-

nial climbing plants will usually be the more desirable.

But for temporary and immediate effects, or to reinforce

perennial climbers where they are too thin, or for win-

dow boxes, and similar purposes, the annual climbing

plants are of great value. Some species of the latter may
be started early in the house, and transplanted out of doors

as soon as frost is past, so as to gain an earlier effect.

The following brief list includes the most useful sorts.

HARDY PEBEXNIAL CLIMBEKS.

AcTiNiDiA.—White flowers with purple centers.

Still rare in this country, but destined to be popular.

Akebia quixata.—A dainty little climber from
Japan, with small, five-parted leaves. Desirable where
a large quantity of foliage is not required.

Ampelopsis.—The American ivy, Virginia Creeper,

or Woodbine, A. quinquefolia, is one of the commonest,
best and most widely useful of all climbers. The Jap-

anese, or Boston ivy, A. Veitchii, is excellent for cover-

ing stone or brick walls, particularly the latter.

Aristolochia Sipho, Dutchman's Pipe Vine.—

A

very hardy, vigorous climber, with large leaves. One of

the best, especially in the northern states.

Celastrus scandens, Bittersweet.—One of the

very best and hardiest climbers. To be recommended
everywhere.

Clematis, Virgin's Bower.—Several species and
horticultural varieties of this group come up for consid-

eration wherever climbers are wanted. The thrifty spe-

cies with garlands of white flowers,

—

C. panicuhita, G.

fiammula, 0. Virginiana, 0. montana,—are the most

useful. C. Jackmanii is always a favorite, for its large

blue flowers, though it has nothing else to recommend

it. Many other varieties bearing beautiful, showy flow-

ers are to be had of the dealers.
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LoNicEEA, Honeysuckle.—Hall's honeysuckle, with

its white or yellowish, very fragrant flowers is a favor-

ite plant, especially southward. The old-fashioned

climbing Trumpet honeysuckle, L. sempervirens, is

very useful for neglected situations.

Menihpekmum Canaden-se, Moon Seed.—A slen-

der, twining plant which makes a nice addition to a

collection.

Tecoma, Trumpet Flower, or Trumpet Creeper.

—

This is a most excellent plant where a somewhat way-

ward informality of habit is agreeable to the surround-

ings. Deserves more general use.

WisTAEiA.^An old-time favorite. Useful in many
situations, but not sufficiently fresh and tidy in foliage

to come under constant close observation.

ANNUAL CLIMBEES.

Balloon Vine.—An old-time favorite, to be found

in all tlie old-fashioned gardens. The puffy, inflated

seed vessels which appear throughout the summer are

the most striking feature.

EcHiNocYSTis LOBATA, Climbing Cucumber. —

A

rapid-growing, luxuriant climber from the Ameri-

can woods, covered with garlands of white flowers

throughout the season. One of the best for common
planting.

Hop Vine.—One of the most rapid growing and

useful climbers. It is one of the best annual plants for

covering verandas or other large areas. The "Varie-

gated-leaved Japan hop " is preferred by some, though

the effect is not always good.

Maueandya.—Eather short climbers with abundant

white, pink or violet-purple blossoms. Suited to more

general use.

Mina.—A pretty and useful plant of the morning

glory family, but with small flowers and lobed leaves.
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MoMOEDicA, Balsam Apple.—A favorite in old-

fashioned gardens, and always good.

MoENiNG Glory, Ipomcea.—This glorious and old-

fashioned climber has been too much neglected by mod-
em amateur and professional gardeners. There are

many magnificent new yarieties now on the market, and

they are so useful for many purposes that they ought

to enjoy a new lease of public favor.

Sweet Pea.—The sweet pea needs no introduction

or praise. In climbing over fences and low trellises it

is thoroughly at home, while no known plant gives a

finer harvest of flowers suitable for cutting.

Trop.eolum, Nasturtium.—The climbing nastur-

tiums are extra fine for window boxes, lawn vases, and
many other places. It is worth while, in planting nas-

turtiums, to choose the best-bred named varieties. The
varieties known as "Lobb's nasturtiums" and the

"Madame Gunter hybrids" are especially thrifty in

growth and rich in gorgeous colors.



APPENDIX.

SOME BOOKS ON LANDSCAPE GARDENING.

The literature of landscape gardening is not exten-

sive, but choice. Probably the best things, from the

literary standpoint, connected with agriculture, horti-

culture and rural affairs, are by all odds the books and
essays which deal with picture gardening. With this

literature the earnest student or ambitious practical gar-

dener will naturally wish to acquaint himself. For this

reason there are here given a few references to the most

useful and accessible works on the subject. The list is

not at all full. Those who care for an extended bibli-

ography of the subject may consult Mrs. Van Rensselaer's

admirable book, "Art out of Doors," and also Mr.

Henry Sargent Codman's notes in Vol. Ill (1890) of

Garden and Forest.

Many of the best short essays on landscape garden-

ing subjects are to be found in the volumes of our

American horticultural journals. The old volumes of

Downing's Horticulturist, of Garden and Forest, Amer-

ican Gardening and Popular Gardening are especially

rich in matter of this sort. The classical essays of

Andrew Jackson- Downing, afterward collected and

edited by George William Curtis for the volume of Rural

Essays, appeared first as editorials in the Horticulturist;

and the editorials of Professor Sargent and Mr. Stiles in

Garden and Forest have, many of them, an equal per-

manent literary and technical value. The man or

woman who is interested in following out the literature

10 145
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of gardening must not forget to give patient study to

the files of these magazines.

For the student or reader who is thoroughly

enthused with the spirit of landscape study, and espe-

cially if one is studying the subject for the sake of his

own personal pleasure in it rather than for the immedi-

ate good he may derive in plauting shrubs, there is

another considerable field of literature which he will do

well to explore to the full extent of his opportunities.

These are the essays and books which, under one name
and another, deal with the beauties of rural life and are

filled with the atmosphere of woods, lakes and moun-
tains. Merely as examples of such we may remember

John Burroughs (of whose books AVinter Sunshine

should be named first in this connection), the essays of

Donald G. Mitchell (Ik. Marvel), tlie diaries of Thoreau,

and Charles Dudley Warner's Summer in a Garden. It

would have been a pleasure to the writer to include

a bibliography of these books in this chapter ; but as

that cannot be done, the reader will depend on libra-

rians and book dealers who everywhere know and prize

these books.

In the following much abridged list of books on

landscape gardening only those are included which are

of the most direct value to the beginner. By the time

he has thoroughly studied these his horizon will have

been so far enlarged that he can select his reading for

himself better than anyone can do it for him.

EUROPEAN BOOKS.

Amherst, Alicia, History of Gardening in Eng-
land, London, 1885. A veiy complete and satisfying

treatise on the subject.

Andre, Edouard, L'Art des Jardins, 1879. The
most complete and thorougiily useful work on this sub-

ject in any language. Finely illustrated.
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Bacon, Lord Feancis, Of Gardens, in his essays,

1625.

Gilpin, William, Observations on Picturesque

Beauty, 1786. Also, Eemarks on Forest Scenery. The
latter especially is worth careful reading.

Jaeger, H., Lehrbucli der Gartenkunst, 1877. One
of the best German works on the subject. Probably the

best history of landscape gardening in general is by the

same author, and is entitled Gartenkunst und Gaerten,

Sonst und Jetzt. 1885.

Loudon, J. C., Hints on the Formation of Gardens

and Pleasure Grounds, 1812.

Price, Sir Utedale, An Essay on the Picturesque

as Compared with the Sublime and the Beautiful, and

on the Use of Studying Pictures for the Purpose of

Improving Keal Landscape, 1794. This is published in

many editions. The best one {fide Mrs. Van Rensselaer)

is that of 1842, edited by Sir Thomas Dick Lauder.

Repton, Humphrey, Observations on the Theory

and Practice of Landscape Gardening, 1793. This is

the most valuable of early works on the practice of land-

scape gardening. Its instructions are still of great value.

Robinson, William, The English Flower Garden,

1883. There are several editions of this mag-nificent

work. The later ones have been revised by the author,

and a great deal of descriptive and illustrative matter

added. Describes and illustrates large numbers of

plants. A valuable book of reference. The same

author has written The Parks, Promenades and Gardens

of Paris, 1869. An interesting and suggestive volume.

SiiENSTONB, William, Unconnected Thoughts on

Gardening, 1764.

Wheatley, Thomas, Observations on Modern Gar-

dening, 1770. In various editions, the first edition

being published anonymously. This is one of the best

early works on the theory of landscape gardening.
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AMERICAN BOOKS.

Bailey, L. H., Garden-Making, New York, 1898.

Contains some useful chapters on landscape gardening.

Downing, A. J., A Treatise on the Theory and

Practice of Landscape Gardening, adapted to North

America, 184:1. This was the first great work on land-

scape gardening in America, and one Tvhich will always

remain a classic. There are many editions.

Howe, Walter, The Garden, as Considered in Lit-

erature by Certain Polite Writers. New York, 1890.

Contains selections from Pliny the Elder, Pliny the

Younger, Lord Bacon, Sir William Temple, Joseph

Addison, Alexander Pope, Lady Montague, Thomas
Wheatley, Oliver Goldsmith, Horace Walpole and John

Evelyn. A dainty and companionable little book.

Long, E. A., Ornamental Gardening for Americans,

New York, 1885. An excellent treatise, covering espe-

cially the details of practice.

Matnard, S. T., Landscape Gardening as Applied

to Home Decorations. Illustrated, New York, 1899.

Parsons, Samuel, Jr., Landscape Gardening, 1891.

Abeautiful book, containing much practical information.

Parsons, S., Jr., How to Plant the Home Grounds.

Illustrated, New York, 1899.

Platt, Charles A., Italian Gardens, New York,

1894. Nicely illustrated. The best monograph we
have of the Italian style in Italy.

EosB, N. JoNssoN, Lawns and Gardens. Nicely

illustrated. New York, 1897.

Van Rensselaer, Mrs. Schuyler, Art Out of Doors,

New York, 1893. The most delightful book of all.

Deals witli the art, not with the practice, of gardening.

Weidenmann, J., Beautifying Country Homes, New
York, 1870. A very handsome royal quarto volume,

illustrated with numerous large colored plates showing

the plans of places already improved.
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